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ABSTRACT

THE dE/dx CAPABILITIES OF THE DO TRACKING SYSTEM

Srinivasan Rajagopalan

The DO forward tracking system has been extensively calibrated using electron

and pion beams in the energy range from 10 GeV to 150 GeV in the neutrirLo

area fixed target beam line at Fermilab. The forward tracking system provides a

spatial resolution of 200 #m and a two hit separation of 2.5 mm at 90% efficiency.

The chamber provides 32 samples of pulse height information for a given track

i equivalenttoa dE/dx resolutionof12.7%.The energylossresponseofthechamber

to low energybeam has been studied.A Monte Carlosimulationprogram has

beendevelopedbasedon the Photo AbsorptionIonizationmodel tosimulatethe

dE/dx responseof the chamber. The observationsmade usinglow energytest

beam areconsistentwiththemodel'spredictions.The dE/dx measurementinthe

DO trackingsystemprovidesidentificationofelectronsagainstgamma conversions

resultingfrom _r° decays.The rejectionfactorofdistinguishingdoublyminimum

ionizingtracksinthechamberhasbeenmeasuredtobe 30.5withtherequirement

thatsinglyminimum ionizingtracksbeidentifiedwitha 900£efficiency.Thisfactor

improveswithlowermultiplicity.Usinga Monte Carloprogramba:sedon GEANT,

theidentificationefficiencyofelectronsand 7r°'shas been determined.Usingthe

capabilitiesoftheoutertrackingsystemalone,thebackgrounddue toisolatedIr°

productionisreducedby up to a factorof60 in the centraldirectionbasedon

measurementsmade on a sampleofsimulatedQCD two jetevents.
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Chapter I

Introduction

"Armed with giant machines and grand ambitions, physicists spend billions in

the race to discover the building blocks of matter" [1].

Since the discovery of the electron by J.J. Thomson, matter has been constantly

probed to identify the basic building blocks and the forces that act upon them. The

successful observation of the neutron by Chadwick led to a more detailed picture of

the atomic nucleus consisting of protons and neutrons. Elastic scattering of electrons

from protons in 1963 further revealed that a proton has a well defined structure.

In 1964, Gell-Mann [2] proposed a theory that the nucleon is made up of three

fractionally charged fermions called quarks and that the mesons are quark-antiquark

bound states. With the advent of newer technology, high energy accelerators and

particle detectors have further probed into matter revealing a multitude of quark

bound states. This necessitated the need to have a framework which provided an

understanding of the detailed structure of matter and the forces that play upon it.

1
The standard model [3], describing the interaction of a finite set of spin

fermions mediated by spin 1 gauge bosons, provides the most satisfactory frame-

work for all experimentally observed phenomena in high energy physics today. This

finite set of fermions consists of the charged leptons, their associated neutrinos, and

six flavours of quarks, each flavour coming in three colours. The family of quarks

1
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and leptons are each arranged into three generations forming doublets. Ignoring

gravitational effects, the interactions between the fermions are described by three

symmetry groups. The gauge symmetry group U(1) describes the electromagnet-

ic interaction (QED), SU(2) the weak interaction and SU(3) the strong interaction

(QCD). The quarks participate in all three interactions while the leptons participate

only in electromagnetic and weak interaction. Due to the parity violating nature of

weak interactions which accounts for its V-A structure, only the left handed com-

ponents form doublets consisting of the lepton and its corresponding neutrino. The

right handed charged leptons are singlets with respect to weak interaction.

The three interactions described above are mediated by the photon, the in-

termediate vector gauge bosons and the gluons respectively. The photon and the

gluons are massless while the vector gauge bosons acquire mass through the Higgs

mechanism. An introduction of a complex scalar doublet Higgs fLeldwith a non

zero vacuum expectation value spontaneously b_eaks the SU(2) symmetry. This is

necessary in order for the vector bosons to acquire mass which is proportional to

the vacuum expectation value. The minimal SU(2)®U(1) electroweak theory based

on the Higgs _eld predicted [4] the existence of massive gauge bosons which were

subsequently discovered at the CEI:I.N$_S coUider in 1982 [5] [6]. Based on this

theory, the electroweak force is mediated by four vector gauge bosons, "y,W +, W-

and Z °. The left handed fermions which form doublets and the right handed singlets

are characterized by weak isospin and weak hypercha_ge quantum numbers. The

U(1) symmetry is a linear combination of the U(1) weak hypercharge and the SU(2)

weak isospin. The coupling strength of the two gauge symmetries are related by a



single parameter, Ow, the weak mixing angle. The model's prediction for the mass-

es Mw and Mz of the gauge boson is expressed in terms of the coupling strengths

and the mixing angle as [7]

1

Mw = .Vr_Clgain2®w(1_ IXr) (1.1)

= Mw/co.,(ew) (1.2)
,,

L

, where a and G F are the fine structure and the Fermi constant respectively and are

proportional to the squares of the coupling strengths. Ar denotes the radiative cor-

rections [7]. Equation 1.2 is exact under the minimal standard model assumptions.

! A precise mass measurement would therefore test the minimal Higgs mechanism and

i could signal the need for a more complex Higgs mechanism. This is characterized

by the p parameter as

(1.s)
p = M_coa20w,

where p = 1 in the minimal Higgs model. The O(a) one loop corrections to Ar arise

primarily due to vacuum polarization effects. The two loop [8] contributions to Ar

include the top quark loop, QCD corrections and a Higgs loop and thus depends on

the top quark end the Higgs mass. A precise measurement of the masses and thus

Ar would test the existing model predictions. A large difference in the measured

value of Ar against the predicted value may signify a need for further additional

terms to the radiative correction possibly arising from a fourth generation of quarks.

f
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1.1 Precision measurements of IVB masses

The precise mass measurement of the intermediate vector gauge bosons provides

a direct test to the standard model. The W and Z bosons decay predominantly into

q_ final states which fragment giving rise to observable jets in the d_-_tector. The

boson masses are inferred from the two jet mass spectrum. The main background

contribution to this decay channel arise from QCD processes which also give rise

to two jet final states. The QCD background exceeds the signal by two orders of

magnitude. This yields a two jet mass resolution of the order of the mass ditTerence

between the W and Z boson masses. Thus the expected two peaks in the two jet

mass spectrum due to the W and Z bosons cannot be clearly identified. Due to

the large QCD background, the precision mass measurements are carried out by

exploring the leptonic decay modes of the W and Z boson. Though the hadronic

channel provides poor mass resolution, the multi jet mass spectrum provides a tool

to search for new particles such as heavy vector bosons and test the standard model.

The leptonic decay mode of the W boson involves the observation of a high PT

lepton, where PT is the transverse momentum, and a large missing PT indicating

the presence of a neutrino. Since the neutrino is not directly observed, its transverse

momentum and direction is calculated by measuring the momentum imbalance in

the detector. The transverse mass of the W boson is then calculated using the

equation

MW, 2 = 2PT(I)PT(V)(1 - co801v) (1.4)

where Ozvis the angle between the transverse momentum vectors of the lepton and
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Figure I. Transverse mass spectrum of the W boson from U A2 measurements.

the neutrino. Figure i shows the transverse mass distribution of the W boson for

the electron channel observed at the CERN F/5 co]lider at U A2 [9]. The distribution

is Jacobian having a sharp cut oil" at the mass value predicted by the standard rood-

el. The mass of the W boson is calculated using a Monte Carlo simulation of the

detector. For a given value of M_w and the width l_w of the V_r, the transverse mass

spectrum can be inferred from the Monte CarIo simulation. A three dimensional

array of Mwt, Mw and l_w is constructed which provides a continuous function

representing the probability of observing a given value of MWt for the input pa-

rameters MW and Pw. Using a maximum likelihood method, the value of _//w is

determined by computing the product of the likelihood values for each event in the
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Table l.-Current status of electroweak parameters.

Parameter Value Experiment Standard Model a

Mz (GeV) 91.175 + 0.021 LEP input

I'z(GeV) 2.487 4- 0.009 LEP 2.485 4- 0.0083

r_i (MeV) 83.3 4- 0.4 LEP 83.5 4- 0.224

rha_ (GeV) 1.744 + 0.01 LEP 1.735 + 0.006

rh6d/rli (GeV) 20.94 4- 0.12 LEP 20.78 4- 0.016

r_n_ (MeV) 493 4- 10 LEP 499.4 4- 1.34

Nv 2.97 ± 0.0281 LEP 3.0

Mw (GeV) b 80.14 4- 0.27 CDF+UA2 80.05 4- 0,2

Mw/Mz 0.8813 4- 0.0021 UA2 0.878 4- 0.0022

8in20W 0.2274 4- 0.0052 CDF+UA2 0.232 4- 0.001

aThe minimal standard model parameters are computed using the LEP

Z ° mass and with the assumption that 50 GeV < MHige, < 1 TeV.

bThe W mass has been scaled to the Z ° mass observed at LEP.

W sample [10].

The masses of the W + and the Z ° boson have been measured by U A2 [9] and

CDF [11] at CERN and Fermilab Tevatron respectively. The UA2 observed masses

of the W are scaled with the measurement of the Z ° at the Large Electron Positron

collider (LEP) which operates at the Z ° resonance and thus provides a more ac-

curate measurement of the Z °. The current experimentally measured values of

_i the electroweak parameters al,_ consistent with the standard model predictions and

are shown in Table 1 [13] The largest systematic uncertainties in the mass mea-
i

surements arise from the electron energy resolution and the missing ET resolution
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Table 2.-Uncertainty in the W mass measurement.

Category DO a CDF UA2 DO a

5 pb- 1 5 pb- 1 13 pb- 1 25 pb- 1

St atistics 250 350 330 110

Energy scale 250 190 810 b 70

Resolution 150 230 130 60

Structure function 60 60 85 60

Background 50 50 45 25

Overall 400 465 370 160

a The values quoted for DO have been predicted for an integrated
luminosity of 5 pb-1 and scaled for 25 pb-1.

b The W mass measurement has been scaled to the LEP Z ° mass thus

cancelling the effect of the energy scale. The overall UA2 uncertainty
does not include the scale error.

contributing to a mismeasurement of the electron and neutrino transverse momen-

tum respectively. Other systematic error contributions inchde lack of knowledge of

the correct parton structure functions adopted in the Monte Carlo. Table 2 Lists the

uncertainties of the various categories contributing to the error in the W transverse

mass measurement for UA2 and CDF. The DO values for the same categories [12]

are listed for 5 pb-1 and 25 pb-1 integrated luminosity. Statistical errors and resolu-

tion have been scaled as the square root of the integrated hminosity for the values

quoted for 25 pb-1.

Using the LEP Z ° mass measurement and a precise W boson measurement at

the Tewtron coLUder, the allowed mass range of the top quar_ can be narrowed.

,I I i i I i _I i i I ' i i ' i
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Figure 2. Dependence of Mw on _1&rZ for top quark mass between 80 and 240 GeV

and a Higgs mass of 1003 GeV. The error on the Mw are from the combined result
of UA2 and CDF.

In the event the top quark is found and its mass measured to within a few GeV,

the precise W measurement can be used to narrow the allowed range of the Higgs

mass. Figure 2 shows the theoretica_y predicted dependence [14] of the mass of the

W and the Z boson for various value of the top mass and a Higgs mass of 100 GeM.

The error bars on the Z ° mass are obtained from LEP results while the errors on

the W mass are from the combined result of the UA2 and CDF. The bounds on the
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Figure 3. Standard model dependence of Mw on the top quark mass for a Higgs
mass of 50, 100 and 1000 OeV (top, middle, bottom curve respectively) and Mz =
91.175 OeV (LEP).

top quark mass for a Higgs m;_ss of 100 GeV at 95% confidence level is 130 + 50

GeV and is consistent with the standard model. Assuming the LEP result on the

Z ° mass, Figure 3 shows the mass of the W boson as a function of the top mass

for a Higgs mass of 50, 100 and 1000 GeV [14]. The inset box shows the measured

mass at UA2, CDF and the combined measurement with 1-sigma error bars. The

horizontal Lines shown are the range of the W mass at the 95% confidence level from

the combined measurement of CDF and UA2. This sets the upper limit on the top

t IIn' I1'Irm
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mass at 222 GeV for a Higgs mass below 1 TeV. The unitarity Limit in the WW

scattering amplitude places an upper limit on the Higgs mass at 1.2 TeV. A direct

decay channel of the top quark by CDF [15] led to the quoted lower mass limit of

91.0 GeV.

1.2 Direct observation of the top

Direct searches for top quark decay have been extensively carried out at UA2,

LEP and CDF which have led to the current lower limit of 91 GeV at 95% CL.

Thus the decay of a real W into a top quark has been ruled out. Above the W mass,

the tt production cross section dominates and the top quark primarily decays into

a b quark and a virtual or real W with standard model assumptions. Non standard

decays of the top quark into a charged Higgs or a fourth generation bwquark if it is

lighter than the top quark are conceivable.

The ti production and subsequent decay will result in two W's and two b jets,

where each of the W's can decay either leptonicaUy or hadronically. Therefore there

are three possible final states:

1) Both the W's decay hadronically.

2) One of the W's decays hadronically and the other leptonically.

3) Both W's give rise to final lepton states.

Table 3 lists the branching ratios and cross sections for each of the final states

for top quark masses of 100, 120 and 140 GeV.
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lOS I

Top quark production in pp collisions

DFLM /_ = m/2, A6 = 250 MeV (upper curves
I0' DFLM /_ = 2 m, A6 = 90 MeV (lower curves)

........o'(W+ -> L_, x/S=l.8 TeV

..................q(W + -> t6),_/S=O.63 TeV
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I
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Figure4.ttproductioncrosssectioninp_ collisionsatCERN and Tevatronenergies.

The pairofcurvesateachenergyreflecttheupperand lowertheoreticalpredictions.

Table3.-itproductioncrosssectionat V_ --1.8TeV.

Decay mode s Branching ProductionCrosssection(pb)

Ratio mt=100 mt=120 mt=140

3a 39.24 15.02 6.58tt _ q_bq_b s-T

12 13.08 5.0 2.193tt ---, liubq$b 3 x B-T

2 2.18 0.835 0.365tt --, liublyvb 3 x _T

tt _ l_vbl_ub 3 x _ 1.09 0.417 0.183

Total cross section - 88.3 33.8 14.8

"The subscriptsiand jrefertotheleptons= (e,_t,r);i# j.
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Though the cross section of the pure multijet decay mode of the top is the

largest, it is dominated by the large QCD multijet background. The lepton-multijet

decay channel of the top gives rise to one or more high PT leptons, missing energy

and multiple jets from W and b decay. Additionally there is an underlying event

contribution. The primary background for the lepton-multijet channel arises from

W + multijet production. A possible technique to reduce the background is to

compute the jet-jet mass spectrum and requirehigh ET jets above 20 GeV [16].

Since the W-jets from _ production are more energetic, a high jet ET cut reduces

the background substantially to show the presence of the top signal. However,for

a top mass much larger than the W, the higher jet multiplicity worsens the signal

to backgroundratio and making this channel difficult for an observation. A tagged

b-jet providesanother possible identification technique for this channel although for

a low top mass, the b-jets have a low PT which reduces the signal to background

ratio due to inefficient jet reconstruction.

The dilepton decay channel of the top has the lowest cross section but provides

the cleanest signature. The channel gives two high PT leptons and additional jets

from b and underlying QCD radiation. In addition, large missing energy could possi-

bly be observed from two undetected neutrinos. This is not a necessary observation

especially in the case when the two neutrinos are back to back which cancel out to

give a small observed missing ET. The main backgroundsto the dilepton channel

are from the Drell Yah processes and bb, c_ hadroproduction. For like leptonic final

states (ee, _ or rr), additional backgrounds arise from Z° decays to l+l -. The

effect of the background can be strongly reduced by requiring two high PT isolated
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leptons each greater than 15 GeV, a high PT jet and a PT imbalance of greater

than 20 OeV seen in the detector [17]. Z ° decays can be reduced by cutting on

the azimuth angle between the two leptons and possibly the invariant mass of two

leptons, rnt+l-. Backgrounds due to bb and c_ hadroproduction can be reduced by

requiring isolated leptons and constraining the azimuth angle between the two lep-

tons. It must however be noted that the above cuts are applicable only on a sample

containing a large number of top candidate events. As seen from Table 3, only a

handful of top candidate events are expected to be produced for a top mass of 120

GeV and an integrated luminosity of 25 pb-1. Thus the signal may be completely

wiped out by using the above indicated cuts. The approach which wiU be used for

the initial discovery of the top with the current Tevatron luminosity is to extract a

sample of possible top candidate events using minimal cuts and analyze these on an

event by event basis.
J

Studies of backgrounds have been extensively carried out at DO for the dilepton

channel [18] using ISAJET [19]. From this study, _i production cross section and the

cross section of contributing background sources have been computed using ISAJET

before and after cuts for the three dilepton channels. The cuts applied required the

PT of the two highest leptons to be greater than 15 and 10 GeV respectively and

required the leptons to be in the acceptance range [rle[ <: 2.2, [rl_[ < 1.7. These

cuts substantially reduce the background and keep 80% of the real signal. This is

illustrated in Figure 5 which shows the effect of the QCD background on the etz

channel before and after cuts for three possible top masses. The backgrounds are

expected to be reduced further by requiring isolated leptons, constraining the angle
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Figure 5. Cross section distribution of _t _ e/_ with QCD background before(a)
and after(b) PT cuts for top mass of 100, 120 and 140 GeV.

between the two leptons, requiring a large missing energyand possible reconstruction

of the b-jet.

1.3 Lepton identification

The precision measurements described above requireexcellent lepton identifica-

tion. The DO detector provides almost 47rmuon coverage and a highly segmented

uranium liquid argon calorimeter for electron identification. Further improvements

in the electron identification are provided by a transition radiation detector in the

central region. The backgrounds to the electron identification mainly come from

_r° production which decays into two gammas. The tracking chambers are used to

provide a rejection against lr° background. Gammas resulting from Ir° decay which

, i , i = _ i i ,
l
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do not convert before the calorimeter can be easily identified in the tracking cham-

ber with an absence of a track. For those gammas which do convert, the e+e- pair

overlap in space due to the absence of a central magnetic field. The energy loss in

the tracking chambers due to • + e- pairs will therefore be twice the energy lost by a

single charged particle. Thus gammas that convert can be identified by measuring

the energy loss. In the followingchapters, the performance of the tracking systems

and their energy loss response will be discussed which will aid the calorimeter and

the muon systems in providing good lepton identification.



Chapter 2

The Detector

The DO detector [20] has been constructed to investigate p/_ interactions at the

Fermilab Tevatron. This chapter will describe the detector components and the

data acquisition system used to read out the detector.

The detector, shown in Figure 7, has been designed with specific characteristics

aimed at studying high Pt physics. This requires a good measurement of leptons,

jets and missing energy. The D® detector does not have a central magnetic field

which allows for a compact highly segmented calorimeter with the above properties.

Lepton identification is achieved with a liquid argon calorimeter, transition radiation

detector and tracking system to reject backgrounds arising from gamma conversions.

Additionally, muons are identified by their penetration through the calorimeter and

magnetized steel. Muon coverage extends from O -- 3 degrees with respect to the

beam axis. A good hadron energy resolution with a roughly equal response to both

electrons and pions (e/_r _ 1) is achieved using a liquid argon uranium calorimeter.

The ca2lorimeterhas been designed to emphasize coverage close to the beam axis and

to minimize cracks to provide good measurement of missing transverse energy.

16
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Table 4.-Tevatron parameters.

Main Ring/Tevatron radius i km

Pea_ beam energy 900 GeV

Injection energy 150 GeV

Luminosity 1 × 10s°cm28ec -1

Intensity per bunch 6 × 10e p, 2 × 106

Number of bunches 6

Crossing angle 0°

Beam emmitance 24_rmm mr

Acceleration period 44 seconds

Bunch length 50cm

Beam radius 43 × 10-6m

: Energy spread 0.15 × 10-3

RF frequency 53 MHz

2.1 The Beam

Protonsand antiprotonscollideattheDO interactionregionata centreofmass

energyof1.8TeV. The main characteristicsoftheFermilabTevatroncollider[21]

aresummarizedinTable4. A briefdescriptionofthevariousstagesrequiredto

accelerateeachoftheprotonand antiprotonbeam to900 GeV isgivenbelow.

The firststageusesH- ionswhicharereleasedinaCockroftWaltonaccelerator.

The H- ionsareacceleratedto750 keV.Thesearethensentthrougha 150-metre

long,200 MeV linearacceleratorwhichinjectstheseintoa boostersynchrotron.At

theentranceofthebooster,a carbonfoilisusedtostripaway the electronsfrom

the H- ions.The resultantprotonsare acceleratedintheboosterto an energy
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Figure 6. The Fermilab Tevatron and the location of the DO detector.

of 8 GeV. The protons are then injected into the Main ring accelerator which

accelerates the beam up to 150 GeV. The Tevatron, located under the main ring,

uses a superconducting magnet system for the main guide field. The Tevatron uses

the Main ring operating at 150 GeV peak energy as an injector. The Main ring is

also operated at 120 OeV excitation in order to accelerate protons and to extract

them to the antiproton production target. The resultant antiprotons, with an energy



Figure 7. The DO detector.

of 8 GeV, are collected in a debuncher source ring. They are then transferred to

the accumulator source ring where the antiprotons build up for many hours. During

the accumulation time, the phase space of the antiprotons is reduced by stochastic

cooling. After an adequate number of antiprotons have been coUected and cooled,
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they are injected back into the main ring where they are accelerated to 150 GeV. Six

equally spaced bunches of protons and antiprotons are injected into the Tevatron

which accelerates each of the bunches to its maximum energy of 900 GeV each.

Collisions occur at DO and BO interaction regions at a centre of mass energy of 1.8

TeV every 3.6pa.

2.2 The DO Muon System

The DO muon system [22] consists of magnetized toroids and three layers of

proportional drift tubes (PDT). The FDT's are divided into wide angle (WAMUS)

and small angle muon spectrometers(SAMUS), together having an angular coverage

down to three degrees with respect to the beam pipe. The total number of interaction

lengths seen by the particle as a function of the angle is shown in Figure 8. The

shaded region represents the contribution from the calorimeter. The total number

of interaction lengths between the calorimeter and the toroids vary between 9.5 and

18.7 at various angles. Brief descriptions of the toroids and the PDT's are given

below.

2.2.1 The Muon Toroids

The muon system consists of five toroids, one central toroid (CF), two endcap

toroids (EF) and two smaller toroids for the small angle muon spectrometer. All the

toroids operate at 19 kG. The angular coverage of the toroids extend to 2.5 degrees

with respect to the beam pipe. Table 5 gives some of the characteristics of the muon

toroids.
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Table 5.-Toroid characteristics.

Toroids Central (CF) Endcap (EF) Small ansle

Z interva](cm) :t:378.5 447.0 - 599.4 447.0 - 599.4

Angular coverage 41 <_® <_139 9 <_O <_.43 2.5 __® <_ 11

Mean field (Tesla) 1.9 1.9 1.9

Number of coils 20 8 4

Turns/coil I0 8 24

Current(Amps) 2500 2500 417

Voltage(Volts) 107 19 13.3

Resistance(raft) 42.8 7.5 32

2.2.2 The Wide Angle Muon Spectrometer

The WAMUS consists of three layers, the layer A positioned before the toroid

and the outer two layers B and C located outside the toroid. Each layer is made

up of smaller modules positioned adjacent to each other to form a muon wall. The

modules are further broken down into unit cells. The unit cell consists of 61 cm

long diamond shaped cathode pads lining the top and bottom of its interior surface.

The top and the bottom pads are shifted in wavelength by A/2. In addition a sense

wire is stretched across two adjacent cells and is read out from both ends.

The x-coordinate of a particle is measured using the drift time information from

one end of the sense wire with a time to voltage converter (TVC). The resolution

obtained in measuring the x-coordinate is 0.3 ram.

There are two steps in obtaining the z coordinate measurement. The first step

involves measuring the difference in arrival time of the analog signals between the
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Figure 8. Interaction lengths as a function of theta.

two ends of the sense wire by using a delta-TVC. This coarse first step yields an

approximate z-coordinate to within -10 cm. and locates the position of the particle

to within one diamond pattern on the cathode pads. The second step involves the

usage of the cathode pads. The induced signals on the pair of cathode pads inside the

unit cell is digitized by an analog to digital converter (ADC). The precise position

of the particle within a diamond pattern is given by (A- B)/(A + B), where A and

B are the amplitude of the signal induced in each of the pads. From the information

using the above steps, the z-coordinate of a particle traversing the muon chamber

is measured to an accuracy of 2 ram.

Using the information from all the three layers of the muon chamber, the position

i i , i i • ii, i i i ,_ i I, fll [
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Table 6.-Muon chamber characteristics.

Number of layers 3

Number of planes 18

Number of modules 164

Number of cells 11386

Number of cathode pads 22772

Interaction lengths 9.5 - 18.7

Angular coverage 9 <_® <_139

Gas mixture Ar+COz+CF4 (90:5:5)

Maximum drift time 200 nsec

Drift velocity 47 m_//_sec

Transverse resolution 4-0.2 mm

Longitudinal resolution 4-2 mm

Bend angle resolution 4-0.2 mrad

@/p 18%

and the angle of the muon is measured to an accuracy of 4-0.17 mm and 4-0.2 mrad,

respectively. The characteristics of the wide angle muon chamber is summarized in

Table 6.

2.2.3 The Small Angle Muon Spectrometer

The SAMUS consists of 3 planes, covering an angular range of 3 _ G _ 11

degrees. The three planes have the unit ceils oriented at 45 degrees with respect

to each other. There are 256 ceils in the two outer planes oriented parallel and

perpendicular to each other in the transverse plane and 360 cells in the middle

plane oriented at 45 degrees with respect to the outer two. The gas mixture used is
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CF4 and CH4 (90:10%). A coordinate resolution of 0.2 mm has been measured.

2.3 The DO Calorimeter

The DO calorimeter [23] as shown in Figure 9 is divided into two distinct sec-

tions, the central calorimeter (CC) and the forward/backward endcap calorimeter

(EC). The electromagnetic and fine hadronic compartments in both CC and EC use

depleted uranium as the absorber and the coarse hadronic compartments use copper

or stainless steel. The active medium used is liquid argon. The calorimeter provides

good energy resolution and segmentation with hermetic coverage. These properties

allow accurate jet determination and electron identification with good missing PT

resolution. Further improvements in missing ET resolution is provided by massless

readout gaps and an inter-cryostat detector (ICD) between the central and endcap

cryostats.

2.3.1 The Central Calorimeter

The central calorimeter is composed of three cylindrical layers, the electromag-

netic (EM), the fine hadronic (FH) and the coarse hadronic (CH)layer. The char-

acteristics of each of these layers is given in Table 7. Each of the layers consist of

wedge shaped modules with 2_"azimuthal coverage in @. The EM layer contains 20.5

radiation lengths of material in the range 350 _ ® <_145°. The hadronic layers, FH

and CH, contain 6.93 absorption length of material in the range 60° <_$ <_ 120°.

Each module consists of a repetitive cell structure. The basic cell structure, consists

of an absorber plate, an argon gap, a readout board followed by a second argon
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Figure 9. A cut away view of the DO Liquid Argon Uranium Calorimeter.

gap. The readout board is constructed from two 0.02 in. G10 boards which are

laminated with copper pads on the interior surface. The external surface is coated

with graphite loaded resistive epoxy. An application of positive hish voltage on

the resistive coat, with the uranium plates at 8round, causes an electric field in the

argon gaps. The field causes the ionized charge left by the charged particle in the

argon to flow which in turn induces a charge in the copper pads through capacitative

coupling.

The readout boards are ganged together in a projective tower geometry. The CC
i

', is divided into eight depths in the radial direction, each depth consisting of repetitive
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Table 7.-Central Calorimeter characteristics.

Calorimeter Electromagnetic Fine Hadronic Coarse Hadronic

Number of modules 32 16 16

Absorber" Uranium Uranium Copper

Absorber Thickness (in) 0.118 0.236 1.625

Argon gap (in) 0.09 0.09 0.09

Number of cells/module 21 50 9

Radiation length 20.5 Xo 3.24 ,_o 2.93 ,_o

Number of depths 4 3 I

Cells per readout depth 2,2,7,10 20,16,14 9

Radiation length/cell 0.975 1.92 3.29

Absorption length / cell 0.036 0.0645 0.317

Total radiation lengths 20.5 96.0 32.9

Total absorption lengths 0.76 3.23 3.17

Sampling fraction (%)_ 11.79 6.79 1.45

segmentation 0.1 0.1 0.1
. C

Arl segmentation 0.1 0.1 0.1

Number of towers 10368 3000 1224

Rapidity coverage +1.2 :f:l.0 :t:0.6

aUranium absorbers are depleted. FH absorbers also contain 1.7% Niobium.

_Average sampling fraction over all depths indicated.

CThe third layer of EM section has finer segmentation of 0.05 x 0.05.

cells ganged together. Both the electromagnetic and the hadronic sections have a

transverse segmentation of A_ x A_7 = 0.1 x 0.1, except for the third depth of the

EM layer. This has a finer segmentation of _b x _rl = 0.05 x 0.05 which allows a
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more accurate measurement of the electromagnetic shower location where its peak

is expected to occur.

The energy resolution of the calorimeter can be written as the sum in quadrature

of three independent terms

C is a constant term proportional to the energy and includes contributions from

errors in gain determination of a channel, inductive or capacitative coupling between

channels and variations in uranium plate and argon gap thickness. The sampling

term, S, is proportional to the square root of the energy term. It includes contribu-

tions from intrinsic shower fluctuations and fluctuations between visible energy in

the argon and hidden energy not sampled in the active medium. The noise term, N,

is independent of the energy. It includes contributions from electronic noise, urani-

um radioactivity noise, pedestal drifts and other such energy independent sources.

The calorimeter modules have been calibrated using a test beam with electrons

and pions. The results [24] from test beam calibration are

For electrons :

! C = 0.003, S = 0.162, N - 0.140

! For pions :
i
; C = 0.047, S = 0.439, N = 1.28

I

; The response of the calorimeter to electrons and pions has been measured using

_ the test beam. The ratio e/_r has been measured to be 1.020 4- 0.003 where the
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systematic uncertainties come from the variation in the preampUfier response and

uncertainty in the knowledge of the correct sampUng fraction. Thus the calorimeter

is compensating giving nearly equal response to both electrons and pions and thereby

improving the hadronic energy resolution.

2.3.2 The Endcap Calorimeter

The endcap calorimeter consists of four distinct sets of modules, the electro-

magnetic (EM), inner hadronic (IH), middle hadronic (MH) and the outer hadronic

(OH). The endcap calorimeter possesses a projective tower geometry like the cen-

tral calorimeter. The transverse segmentation is A_7 × A_b - 0.1 × 0.1 for a rapidity

[_/I <- 3.2. Above 71 - 3.2, the pad sizes are larger corresponding to a coarser

segmentation which varies with various endcap modules.

The EM and the IH use depleted uranium as the absorber. The EM calorimeter

consists of 21 radiation lengths of material spanning the angular region 30 _<$ _<27°

with respect to the beam axis. It is divided longitudinaUy into four readout depths,

each readout depth consisting of cells ganged together. The cell structure in the

endcap calorimeter is similar to the central calorimeter. The inner hadronic consists

of one module for each endcap and is located behind the EM as shown in Figure 9. It

is divided into fine and coarse sections, each containing 64 and 12 cells respectively,

totalling 9.3 interaction lengths of material. The fine section is divided longitudinally

into four readout depths.

The middle hadronic section consists of 16 trapezoidal modules, which form an

annular ring around the IH. It covers an azimuthal angle of 22.50 each. Each module
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Table 8.-Endcap Calorimeter characteristics.

Calorimeter EM IFH ICH MFH MCH OH

Number of modules 1 1 1 16 16 16

Absorber a U U U U SS SS

Absorber Thickness (in) 0.118 0.236 0.236 0.236 1.83 1.83

Argon gap (in) 0.09 0.082 0.082 0.087 0.087 0.087

Number of cells/module 18 64 12 60 14 24

Number of depths 4 4 1 4 i 3

Cells per readout depth 2,2,6,8 4x16 12 4 x 15 12 3 x 8

Total radiation lengths 20.131 121.837 32.778 115.519 37.945 65.072

Total absorption lengths 0.949 4.912 3.573 4.045 4.084 7.096

Sampling fraction (%)b 11.90 5.66 1.53 6.68 1.64 1.64

A_ segmentation c 0.1d 0.1 0.I 0.1 0.1 0.1

All segmentation c 0.1d 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Number of towers 7488 4288 928 1472 384+(64) e 896+(64) e

i Rapidity coverage 1.3-3.7 1.6-4.45 2.0.4.45 1.0-1.7 1.3-1.9 0.7-1.4

aUranium (U) absorbers are depleted. IH and MFH absorbers contain 1.7% Nio-
bium, SS -- Stainless Steel.

bAverage sampling fraction over all depths indicated.

cASh--0.2 and At/> 0.2 (varies) for r/> 3.2.

_The third layer of EM section has finer segmentation of 0.05 x 0.05 for r/< 2.6.

=' eMCH and OH modules are summed together at rl-l.4.

is divided into a fine (MFH) and a coarse (MCH) section. The fine section is made

up of 60 cehs using niobium doped uranium as the absorber, and the coarse section

is made of 14 cells using stainless steel as the absorber.

I ! I
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The transverse segmentation of the endcap modules is Ar l × _b -- 0.1 × 0.1 for

r/ < 3.2. At small angles the pad sizes are bigger and the segmentation varies up

to as large as A_ × A_b = 0.4 × 0.4. The segmentation of the third depth of the

electromagnetic module, where the peak of the shower occurs, is finer with At/× A_b

= 0.05 x 0.05.

2.3.3 Massless Gaps and the ICD

A particle traversing through a region in the calorimeter, especially towards

EC-MH and EC-OH modules, passes through several layers of central and endcap

calorimeter support structures which contribute to the dead regions. This can cause

large fluctuations between visible and undetected energy which will directly effect

the missing ET resolution. To minimize these effects, massless gaps and ICD's are

introduced on the outer surface of the central calorimeter and the inner surface

of the endcap calorimeter. The massless gaps are a set of readout boards ganged

together with only the active media, liquid argon between them. A significant visible

energy deposition would indicate possible large amounts of energy deposited in the

dead re.on of the calorimeter and thus provides a good tag against these poorly

measured candidates.

2.4 The D_ Central Tracking System

The central tracking system [25] consists of four distinct subdetectors as shown

in Figure i0. The vertex chamber consists of three layers of cylindrical drift cells and

occupies the region closest to the interaction point. Following the vertex chamber
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Figure 10. The DO central tracking system.

are three concentric layers which make up the transition radiation detector. The

outer central drift chamber consists of four layers of cylindrical drift cells and lles in

the region outside the transition radiation detector. The endcap region is equipped

with forward/backwsrd drift chambers. Each of these detectors is explained below

in detail.

The three tracking chambers provide good spatial resolution and two track sep-

aration, dE/dx is used to distinguish between singly and doubly ionizing particles.

These features anow matching of tracks from impact points given by the calorimeter

and the muon chambers and the reconstructed tracks from the central tracking sys-

tern. It also allows detection of gamma conversions which give rise to non prompt
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electrons, detection of kinks from decoys in flight of pions and kaons and identifi-

cation of multiple vertices. In addition, the transition radiation detector provides

complimentary electron identification to the calorimeter.

2.4.1 The Vertex chamber

The vertex chamber provides precise track information close to the interaction

region and uses the inner layer to identify secondary vertices. It also identifies

charged tracks and vetos photons that convert entering the transition radiation de-

tector. The walls of the vertex chamber are made up of a low radiation thickness

material, carbon fibre cylinder, to minimize production of e+e - from photon con-

versions.

The vertex chamber [26] consists of three mechanically independent layers of

drift ceUs possessing a jet chamber geometry. The outer two layers of the chamber

are broken into 32 sectors, while the inner layer is made up of 16 sectors. The wires

in each layer of the drift tubes are supported by G-10 bulkheads mounted on the

carbon fibre cylinder on either side. Each sector consists of eight sense wires which

are read out on both ends to measure charge division. The sense wires, made of

NiCoTin, are staggered by :k_ pra to resolve left right ambiguity. Each of the

sectors also contain 18 grid wires which shape the electric field near the sense wire

plane. There are 16 cathode wires in each sector which provide a uniform drift field

outside the grid zone and 16 £ne fleld wires which maintain fleld uniformity away

from the centre of the cell. Longitudinal information obtained by charge division

is measured by comparing the integrated pulse height from each end of the sense
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Table 9.-Characteristics of vertex and central drift chamber.

Drift Chamber VTX CDC

Maximum length (cm) 116.8 135.0

Number of layers 3 4

Phi sectors/layer 16,32,32 32

Sense wires/sector 8 7

Total number of sense wires 640 903

Number of alternate readout channels 832" 256

Sense wire stagger (pro) 100 200

Maximum drift distance (mm) 13.7 70.8

Gasmixture C02/C_H4 Ar/CH4/C02

Pressure of gas (arm) 1 1

Drift velocity (#m/naec) 8 34

Sense wire resolution (pro) 60 200

Charge division resolution (cm) +I -

Alternate readout resolution (ram) +4 a 20

Pair resolution (ram) 7 i0

aThe readout of the cathode p_ds providing the alternate coordinate
measurement for the vertex chamber has been disabled due to oscilla-

tion problems [27].

_ires. The chamber uses a 95:5% gas mixture of CO2 and C2H4 and is operated at

atmospheric pressure. Table 9 summarizes the characteristics of the chamber.
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2.4.2 The Transition Radiation detector

Transition radiation is produced when a charged particle passes through two

media of different dielectric constants. In a highly relativistic environment, most

of the transition radiation is emitted at X-ray frequencies. The intensity of the

X-rays produced is proportional to -y- E/m, where m is the mass of the charged

particle. The X-rays are produced in a small cone ® which is inversely proportional

to 7. These features allow discrimination of electrons from pions under relativistic

conditions. The intensity emitted by a single interface between two media is small.

Therefore, a radiator consists of a large numberof thin foils separated by a medium

of different dielectric constant. The total intensity of the emitted X-rays due to the

large number of foils is the sum of the intensities emitted at each interface and the
=

interference effects ignoring losses due to absorption in material. The interference

effects largely depends on the choice and thickness of the radiator loll and the spacing

between them.

The transition radiation detector [28]consists of three cylindrical layers and Lies

outside the vertex detector. Each layer consists of a radiator and an X-ray detector.

The radiator is made of many layers of 18/_ra thick polypropylene (C2H2)foils with

150 pra gap spacing. The gaps are produced by an indentation technique. This

involves placing the C2H2 foil over a polyethylene net and heating the foil while

pumping on it [29]. This causes the foil to take the shape of the polyethylene net

and when rolled forces each layer to be separated by 150 pro. The radiator in each

layer of the TRD consists of 382 layers of foils flushed with dry nitrogen which acts

as the second dielectric medium. The radiator is followed by a longitudinal drift
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chamber. The radiator and the chamber are separated by a 3 mm gap which is

fiUedwith CO2 to prevent contamination of Xenon in the adjacent layer. The drift

chamber consists of a 16 mm drift zonefollowedby an amplification zone, consisting

of 20 #rn anode wires and 50 #m fieldwires. The X-ray detector in each layerof the

TRD consists of 256 anode wires separatedby 8 mm. It uses Xe/C2Ho gas mixture

which has a low electron attachment relative to other gases and has a reasonable

probability of detecting the few keV photons typical of transition radiation.

The detector has been tested at CE11N[30]using an electron and a pion beam. A

probability distribution of both pions and electrons has been measured separately.

Based on the probability distributions, the maximum likelihood of one or more

parameters such as the total energy deposited, the number of dusters and the duster

- drift time correlation is calculated. A cut using the Neyman Pearson technique [31]

is appLiedto identify electrons. This method gives a pion rejection factor of 50 at

90% electron efficiency.

2.4.3 The Central Drift chamber

The Central drift chamber [32] covers a rapidity of-1 to +1 in eta and sur-

rounds the TlgD as shown in Figure 10. It provides radial and longitudinal spatial

information for tracks before their entry into the central calorimeter.

The Central drift chamber (CDC), is a cylindricalsheUconsisting of fourdistinct

radial layers. Each layer is divided azimuthany into 32 ceUs. Cells from adjacent

layers are staggered by a hal£ceU. Each ceU consists of seven sense wires and two

delay lines. The sense wires in each ceUare staggered by :k200_ra to resolve the left

1 , , , ', ,, ' ill _1' _ [
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right ambiguity. The delay lines are located on the inner and outer shelves of each

cell adjacent to the first and the seventh sense wire. Charge induced on the delay

line by the nearest sense wire propagates in both directions. The arrival time of the

pulse in each direction is then used to provide the Iongitudlnal position of the track.

Each cell is made with RohaceU coated with epoxy and Kevlax. Field shaping is

provided by resistive strips printed on Kapton which cover the RohaceU.

The CDC is operated with DO gas (93% Ar, 4% CH4, 3% CO2) at atmospheric

pressure. The chamber has been extensively studied [33] using test beam and cosmic

rays. Spatial resolution of 180#m and z-resolution using delay lines of +2ram have

been measured. Table 9 highlights the characteristics of the chamber.

2.5 The DO Forward Tracking System

The forward drift chambers provide coverage for low angle tracks prior to their

entrance into the end calorimeters. The coverage extends from 30 degrees clown to

5 degrees with respect to the beam axis in both forward and backward directions.

Each forward drift chamber is located symmetrically about the interaction point as

shown in Figure 10.

Each forward drift chamber consists of three layers as shown in Figure 11. The

outer two layers are the Theta chambers which measures the theta of the track.

The inner layer is the Phi chamber and measures the phi of the track. This section

explains the construction and operation of these chambers.
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Figure 11. The Theta and Phi forward drift chamber.

i 2.5.1 The ® chambers
!

Each layer of the Theta chamber consists of four quadrants. Each of the four

quadrants is made of six rectangular cells located at increasing radii. The three cells

located at the outer radii limits are 10.6 cm wide. The inner three cells are half

the width of the outer three cells. Each of these cells have eight sense wires and

a delay line. The sense wires in the two outer half cells are strung at their inner

radius limits, the middle at its outer radius limit and therefore the electron drift is

ql n " ' '_ ' ' ' ' ' 'P
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unidirectional, The full ceUs have the sense wires strung at the centre of the ceU and

are staggered to resolve left right ambiguity. The sense wires measure the position

of a charged track along the plane perpendicular to itself. The inductive delay line

consists of a carbon fibre epoxy core wound with copper. It is located underneath

the first sense wire in each cell and are read out from either ends. An opposite !

polarity charge is induced on the delay llne by the nearest sense wire. Measurement

of the signal on each end provides the position of the track along the direction of the

sense wire. Using both the sense wire and the delay llne information, the theta angle

of the track is calculated. The sense wires are separated by 8 mm spacing. There are

two guard wires between each pair of sense wires which are kept at ground. These

provide fine field shaping near the sense wires.

The top and bottom panels of each theta quadrant is made of Rohacell coated

with Kevlar. They are covered with Kapton on which copper traces are etched

to provide field shaping. The side walls of the theta quadrant are made of 0.008

in. aluminium foil on Nomex honeycomb. The end plates of the theta chamber

which support the sense and the guard wires are made of G10. They are precision

drilled and etched with copper traces to carry the signal lines to a preamplifier board

mounted on the chamber. The sense and the guard wires are soldered and glued to

one end plate. A weight is hung on the other side to apply tension to the wires and

then soldered. The tension is checked by oscillating the wire in a fixed magnetic

feld to find the characteristic frequency of the wire. The tension was chosen such

that the sagitta of the wire generated by the electrostatic forces and gravity is less

than 25 microns. The theta cell walls are initially prestressed to prevent slack in
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Table IO.-FDC Wire Tensions.
_ \ i nrrllH, I I r'l_ . I,I

Chamber Prestress Wlre Tension

SW0 SW2-SW6 SW7 Guard wire

(kg) (sr) (gr) (gr) (gr)
Theta -

A0,A1,A2 3.6 50 50 50 150

A3,A4 5.5 100 50 100 150

A5 5.5 100 50 50 150

Phi-

Chamber la 10.0 ' 100 150

Chamber2a 10.0 100 200

"All 16 Phi chamber sense wires are strung with the same tension.

the wires after they are strung. The sense wires are made of gold plated tungsten.

The guard wires are gold plated aluminium.

2.5.2 The @chambers

The phi chamberis sandwiched between two layers of theta chambers as shown

in Figure 10. Each phi chamber consists of 36 azimuthal cells with 16 sense wires

strung radiallyalong the longitudinal coordinate of a traversing particle. The sense

i wires are separated by 8 mm and staggered by _ 200 _m to resolve the left right
I

i ambiguity. A single guard wire in between the sense wires provides the fine field

shaping.

The top and bottom panels of the phi chamber are made of Nomex honeycomb

coated with Kevlar. Like the theta chamber, they are covered with Kapton etched
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with copper traces to provide field shaping. The cell walls are etched 0.001 in.

aluminium strips on 0.005 in. GI0 to form field shaping electrodes. The outer and

inner hubs of the phi chamber are made of aluminium. They are precision drilled

to support the sense and the guard wires. After prestressings the wires are strung

with the appropriate tension and crimped.

2.5.3 Operating environment

Both the theta and phi chamber are operated with DO gas. This gas consists

of 4% CH4, 3°_ COs and the rest Argon. A mixture of COs and CH4 acts as a

good quenching agent. The fraction of each of the agents is kept low enough so as

to avoid polymerization and eventual breakdown in the chamber while running in

a high radiation environment [34]. The gas mixture provides a gain of O(104) and

a constant drift velocity over a wide range of operating voltage. The chamber is

operated at atmospheric pressure.

The maximum drift distance in both the theta and phi chamber is 5.3 cm.

The field shaping electrodes provide constant drift field across this region. The

theta chamber is operated at 950 V/cm and the phi chamber is operated at 750

V/cm. The guard wires in both the theta and the phi chamber are kept at ground

i voltage. Various studies have been performed to find the optimum operating sense,q

i wire voltage which will be discussed in the next chapter. The sense wires in phi

and theta chambers are operated at +1.5 and 1.55 kV respectively. The sense wire

closest to the delay line is operated at a higher voltage than the other sense wires

to obtain a better resolution in the delay line. This is operated at 100 V above the

l
q , , , ' ' ' ' ' I
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Table 11.-Specifications of the forward drift chamber.

Theta Chamber Phi chamber

Radialinterval 11-62cm 11-61.3cm

Sense wires per cell 8 16

Sense wire staggenng 4- 200/_m ± 200/_m

Delay Hnes per cell 1 0

Sense wire.separation 8 mm 8 mm

Sense wire diameter 30 _m 30 _m

Guard wire diameter 163/_m 163 _m

Driftfield 950V/cm 750V/cm

Sensewirepotential 1.55a kV 1.5kV

Gas, pressure Ar/CH4/CO2(atm) Ar/CH4/CO2(atm)

Readoutchannelsperend 480 576

aThe sensewireadjacenttothedelaylineisoperatedat1.65kV.

othersensewires.Table11summarizesthecharacteristicsoftheforwardtracking

system.

2.6 Electronics

Thissectionexplainsthethreestagesoftheelectronicschainwhich carrythe

analogsignalfromthecentraltrackingchambers.The chambershavemore than

eightthousandwireswhichareprocessedinparallel.Each wireisconnectedtoa

preamplifier,followedby shapingcircuitrywhichprovidepulseshapingand second

stageamplification.The analogsignalsarethendigitizedby a 106MHz waveform

digitizer[35]and zerosuppressed.Digitizedwaveformsaresenttothesecondlevel
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trigger where they are filtered and sent to the host computers.

The tracking chambers use a quad common base MB43458 charge preamplifier

sold by Fujitsu [36]. A hybrid chip is constructed with 8 channels mounted on a

ceramic substrate and then plugged into a printed circuit board installed on the

chamber. Each channel consists of a common base input stage followed by a two

stage emitter foUower. Extensive studies [37] [38] on Unearity, gain, cross talk and

signal to noise ratio have been made. The hybrid also contains two test pulse inputs,

each connected to odd and even channels respectively.

The single ended output of the preampllfer is connected to the shaping cir-

cuitry [39] through a fiat ribbon of 18 coaxial cables. Each channel in the shaping

circuitry consists of two parts, a shaper hybrid ampI]fer and a header with invid-

ualized shaping components. The ampl]fcation and shaping is done in 3 stages.

The first and the last stage use differential video amplifiers mounted on the hybrid,

each with one pole zero filter located on the header. The components of the pole

zero filters are tuned to provide optimal rise and fall times of the pulses. Typical

rise and fall times for pulses are 15 nsec and 35 nsec respectively. An intermediate

stage consists of a single ended ampUfer with an RC network which provides cable

compensation. Each shaper module consists of 32 such channels and is mounted

in a VME based crate. The crate also contains a programmable test pulse module

which is used to generate and direct test pulses for calibration purposes.

The shaped analog signals are carried over coaxial cables and fed as input to a

106.208 MHz FADC system [40]. The first stage of the FADC consists of a bilinear

bu_'er ampIJfer which provides a dual gain to extend the 8 bit range of the FADC.
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Analog signals above a break point voltage level are subjected to a lower gain than

those below the break point voltage level. The buffer hybrid has programmable gain

control which can be varied up to a factor of two. The second stage consists of an

8 bit Sony CX20116 flash analog to digital converter. Together with the bilinear

amplifier, it effectively provides a 9½ bit range. The digitized outputs are then

stored in the front end buffer and passed through a semi-custom zero suppression

chip (ZSP) operating [41] st 26.552 MHz. The chip is programmed to recognize

leading and trailing edges of a pulse and to suppress the pedestal data between the

pulses. A leading or a trailing edge is recognized by comparing the pulse height of

each digitized bin with preset thresholds. It also uses a combination of thresholds

and slopes which is the difference between pulse heights of two adjacent digitization

bins. The data recorded as clusters is stored in the back end memory. Each cluster

is tagged with a time stamp which indicates the time location of the first bin of the

cluste: during its digitization.

Each FADC crate may contain up to 16 FADC modules. Each FADC module

consistsof16identicalchannelsdescribedabove.The FADC's arehousedina VME

cratc.The cratealsocontainsa verticalinterconnectwhichallowsaccesstomemory

locationsintheVME crateoveraloc_networktokenringsystem[42].Each FADC

channelisprogrammed withpedestaloffsets,gainand zerosuppressionthresholds

and slopeswhichresultfrom electroniccalibration.

The FADC cratealsocontainsa controllercard[43]which controlsthedigiti-

zationand readoutofthecrate.Itprovidesan interfacewiththefirstand second

leveltriggersystems.A clocksystemwhichrunssynchronouslywiththeaccelerator
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Figure13. Data ratesand processingtimeateachtriggerlevel.

l
l

providesthe 106.208MHz signalfordigitization.The digitizationofthe FADC
! startsynchronouslywitheachbeam crossing.The resultantdatastoredinthefront

end buffereithergothroughthesuppressioncycleoraredumped dependingon the

responsereceivedfromthefirstlevelhardwaretrigger.Afterthesuppressioncycle

iscomplete,thedataisstoredintheback end memory. Each FADC cratehouses

a VME bufferdriverwhichreadsthedatafrom thebackend FADC memory and

transfersthem totheLevel2 microvaxfarm.

2.7 The DO Trigger system

DO has four distinct hierarchical trigger levels, Level 0, Level 1, Level 1.5 and

Level 2. The first three of these levels make a decision on the basis of hardware

and the fourth utilizes software filter programs running on a farm of microvax based
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computers. At a luminosity of 10S°cm-Ss -1 and with the accelerator operating

•_h six bunches, the rate of beam interactions is expected to be 300 kHz. The four

levels of the DO trigger provides a mechanism for selecting interesting candidates

and reducing the output trigger rate to 1-2 Hz. Figure 13 shows the rates and the

average processing time by each of the four levels.

2.7.1 The Level O trigger

The Level ® decision is made on the basis of counter hodoscopes located in

the forward regions. Each end of the beam axis consists of two layers of plastic

scintillating material perpendicular to each other. The counters are read out through

photomultiplier tubes. The Level ® is mounted on the inner surface of the end

calorimeters and has an angular coverage of 10 degrees about the beam axis.

The Level 0 [44] relies on the presence of low angle jets produced in a p_ in-

teraction to reliably signal an interaction. The arrival time of the signals at the

two ends of the detector is used to locate the interaction point to within +3 cm.

Beam gas events can be identified by the presence of signals at only one end and can

consequently be rejected. In addition, the Level O has the capability of identifying

multiple interactions and monitoring the luminosity.

2.7.2 The Level 1 trigger

The Level 1 framework [45] [46] receives its inputs from the Level O, Calorimeter

and Muon systems. In addition, it has the capability of receiving direct-in triggers

which are essential for debugging the detector. A total of 256 trigger terms can

be programmed to fire on either a set of conditions satisfied by the detector or on
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a direct-in trigger. These trigger terms are latched on every beam crossing and

used as inputs to an AND-OR network. A set of 32 specific trigger bits are further

programmed to require the presence or absence of one or more trigger terms. Further

digitization of all front end electronics associated with a specific trigger bit occurs

if and only if that specific trigger bit has fired.

The DO detector is split into 32 geographical sectors. Each of these sectors has

one of more digitizing crates associated with it. A specific trigger is also programmed

to send digitization signals to one or more of these geographical sectors. A microvax

(the trigger control computer) which resides in the Level 1 framework, bandies all

such programming messages delivered to it from the host computer. Apart from

coordinating the digitization of all crates, the framework builds its own data block

which contains all the conditions under which the event was read out. The data

block is passed to the Level 2 system, where they are filtered and sent to tape. The

framework also manages a large number of scalers which provide essential online

monitoring of the trigger system.

The analog signals from the calorimeter are digitized by an 8 bit FADC within

the framework in order to arrive at a quick decision. The information from the

calorimeter is used to calculate global quantities such as total electromagnetic and

hadronic energies, transverse energies and missing transverse energy. Local cluster

triggers are also formed by counting the number of individual electromagnetic and

hadronic towers which exceed a given threshold. Each trigger term is programmed

to look at these specific details of the calorimeter at various thresholds.

The rnuon trigger system further supplies inputs to the trigger AND-OK net-

| , , , , , , , , ,, ,ll , I! " ' " i [
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Figure 14. Level 1 trigger processing stages.

work. The muon trigger system is not a part of the general framework but supplies

inputs which reflect the presence of one or more muons.

The above specified conditions are the first stage of the Level 1 trigger and

initiate a digitization in the front end electronics. The Muon and the TRD systems
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also provide a second stage (Level 1.5) trigger. The TRD calculates the integrated

charge on each of its wires. This information is compared against a preset threshold

and a list of electromagnetic shower candidates in the calorimeter. The muon system

provides information on the transverse momentum. These are then compared to

various thresholds which set the corresponding trigger term if the threshold condition

is satisfied. Since this information arrives late, this cannot inhibit the front end

electronics from digitizing and thus causes a minimal dead time. However it can

veto the readout by the Level 2 system.

2.7.3 The Level 2 system

The Level 2 system [47] [48] is based on a farm of microVAX computers and

uses its software capabilities to reduce the recorded event rate to 1-2 Hz. The DO

detector is divided into 8 readout sections, each readout occurring in paraUel.

The digitizing crates are equipped with a VME buffer driver (VBD). The VBD

is a VME based multiported memory whose function is to readout the data from

the local ADC memory, store it in an onboard memory unit and then provide the

current gain to drive a data cable. The data cable consists of two twisted pair

cables, a 32 and a 13 pair, which carry the data and control signals respectively.

There are 8 such data cables, one for each readout section. All VBD's within a

readout section are connected with the data cable serially. Each data cable has an

associated sequencer control card which interfaces with the Level 1 and the Level 2

system and controls the readout of the digitizing crates. After serially connecting

all the VBD's with the data cable, the two ends of the data cable are connected toa

the sequencer to complete a circular loop.
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The Level 2 framework consists of 50 identical systems. Each system consists of a

VAXstation 4000 model computer [49] with 8 MB of on board memory. In addition,

each system is equipped with 8 VMEMPM mulitport memories, one per readout

section, which receives the data into the Level 2 nodes from the data cables. The

use of multlport memories allows processors to access data over a private memory

bus and thus eliminate the necessity of retransferring data to the local computer

memory. The Level 2 farm is controlled by a supervisor processor. All microvax

nodes use Digital's VAXELN as a real time operating system. Each system is capable

of supporting floating point coprocessors to speed up the time used to analyze an

event. This is envisioned as a possibility at a later date.

Upon receiving a request to be readout from the Level i, the Supervisor processor

assigns one or more Level 2 nodes to accept the data. It then passes the sequencer

the necessary information required for it to read out the data. The sequencer is

programmed with a look up table containing information on the digitizing crates to

be read out for each specific trigger. The sequencer also receives the event number

from the Level 1 which is used for synchronization. The sequencer uses this to

build a readout token which is then circulated on the data cable. VBD's which are

ready to transfer the data pick up the token. It compares the event number on the

token with that in its pending buffer. If a match occurs, it transfers the data over

the data cable at 40 MBytes per second and modifies the token appropriately to

indicate its success. The token is circulated until all required crates have been read

out. The data is shipped to the multiport memory on the assigned Level 2 node.

The data is then available for further event processing by software filters running
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on the Level 2 node. If the event passes the filter, the data is then transferred to

the host computers over a high speed link between the Level 2 framework and the

host computer.
J

2.7.4 Coordination of systems

The coordination of various tasks and trigger systems is done from the host

computer. A coordinating task runs as a detached process and interfaces with other

online processes with specific tasks through ITC. ITC (inter task communication)

is a custom software package which uses the VMS mailbox driver as a means of

allowing two independent processes to communicate. The coordinating tasks also

interfaces with the trigger systems. Various configuration files are set up through

which the user makes a request to the coordinating task. The configuration file

specifies the digitization crates to be read out, the trigger terms which should be

considered and the software filters which must be acted on the trigger at the Level

2 stage. They also specify any initialization that needs to be performed on the

requested crates before a begin run command is processed.

The coordinating task begins by requesting a dow_oad to the front end crates

for initialization to a specific process which governs this task. It then programs

the Level 1 and Level 2 systems with the necessary information. It instructs the

data logging tz_sk,which gathers incoming data from the Level 2 system and directs

it to disks and other online tasks. Once a begin run command has been issued,

the coordinating task enables the requested specific triggers in the Level 1 and as

explained in the previous section, the data acquisition cycle begins. When the

requested trigger bit has been satisfied, the Level 1 initiates a start digitization to

Ill ,, ,,rl ,, , , , i I i I I
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the front end VME crates associated with the trigger bit. It builds its own event

data block and sends out a request to the Level 2 system. The Level 2 system assigns

a node, and reads out the data into its memory. Software filters running on the Level

2 node process the event and pass interesting candidates. If the event passes the

necessary filter conditions, the event is sent to the host where i_ is gathered by the

data logging task. These events are further examined on the host and written to

tape.



Chapter 3

FDC Performance

i

The forward drift chamber has been extensively tested with electrons and pions

in the Neutrino-West fixed target Area (NWA) at Fermilab from March 1990 through

July 1990. Further tests with low energy beams were performed during the 1991

fixed target run. These tests included a study of the performance of the chamber

which included et_ciency measurements in a high multiplicity environment and the

dE/dx response of the chamber. This chapter explains the performance of the

chamber and the calibration and monitoring tools used for this study.

3.1 Electronic calibration

The digitized FADC output is typically 264 bytes of data for each channel equiv-

alent to 2 MB of data per event for the entire DO tracking system. The zero sup-

pression chip reduces the large data block size by 80% by suppressing the pedestals

and storing only clusters of data containing the pulse information. This not only

enhances the rate with which data can be transferred to the host computers from

the VME crate and thus minimize the dead time in the system, but also makes the

data size manageable to deal with during ofltine processing. The zero suppression

parameters [41] as explained in the previous chapter consists of four thresholds and

three slope parameters per channel. These thresholds and slopes are used by the

54
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i

i, zero suppression chip in the FADC hardware to determine the leading sad the trail-

'_ ing edge of the pulse. The"algorithm used by the zero suppression chip uses the

following equations

_r Leading Edge = (CI • Ca) + (]2

i Trailing Edge = (Ca, C6) + C4

__" where the conditions Ci are defined as

CI -- (Bi-2> TI) •(Bi-1> TI)• (Bi> TI)

C2 - (Bi-2 _ T2) • (Bi-1 __T2) • (Bi >__T2)

C, = (Bi-2< T,)• (B|-I< T,)• (Bi< T,)

C4 = (Bi-,< T4)• (Bi-1< T4)• (Bi< T4)

C5 = (Di-1> $I)"(Di> $I)

C6 = ($2< Di-i< Ss)*($2< Di < S,)

Bi isthe absoluteFADC valueforthe timeslice_ and Di isthe diR'erence

betweentwo consecutivetimeslices{ and {- i. Ti and Siarethe thresholdsand

theslopesdownloadedtospeciBcmemory locationtoeachFADC channeloverthe

localareanetworktokenringsystem.The determinationofthesethresholdsand

slopesisperformedbeforebe_inninga datarun by measuringthebaselineand its

fluctuations.Baselinesamplesarecollectedwitha random triggerforeachchannel.

The pedestalaveragesand theirstsadarddeviationiscomputed.Figure16 shows

theaveragepedestalvalueand thestsadarddeviationfora sampleofchannelsinthe

Theta chamber.The absolutebaselinepedestalvaluecaa be electronicallypreset
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foreach FADC channel.Typicallythey are setto 9 FADC counts on a scaleof 0

to 255. The standarddeviationreflectsthe background noiseon that channel.The

group of channelswith a largesigma shown in the figureare delaylineswhich are

operatedatlargergain.The zerosuppressionthresholdsTi and slopesSifora given

channelaredeterminedas a functionof theaveragepedestalvalueand itsstandard

deviation.The parameterizationused fortheirdeterminationare

Ti = Pedestal+ Li x Sigma

Si = Mi x Sigma

The coel_cientsLi and Mi were determined usingan ofllineprogram simulating

T
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the FADC zero suppression chip. Non zero suppressed data were suppressed using

the simulation program with a range of coemcient values. The coefficients Li and Mi

are chosen so as to minimize the amount of data collected and maximize the number

of real hits found. The parameterizations are then used by the online calibration

program to determine new zero suppression parameters at regular intervals.

It should be noted that when the trailing edge of a pulse has a very slow slope, the

zero suppression algorithm is occasionally not triggered. The chip algorithm requires

three consecutive bins, the difference between adjacent bins being an integral number

of FADC counts. Thus the minimum difference allowed is one FADC count. If

the trailing edge slope is slower, the chip algorithm fails to trigger resulting in

occasionally long tails. The shaping functions have therefore been optimized to

provide faster fall time of the analog pulse in order to avoid long trailing edges.

Channel to channel fluctuation in the pedestal baseline is within a few percent

of the average. The pedestals have been monitored over a long time range and

no significant pedestal shifts have been observed. The pedestal average and sigma

are also used in the ofltine analysis for determination of the thresholds needed for

locating a hit. The standard deviation of the pedestal distribution is typically 1.2

counts with the whole chain of electronics connected. This can be compared w;_;

0.5 counts when all input signals from the FADC are disconnected.

Calibration of the relative gain of each channel is essential for the dE/dx cor-

rections. The electronic calibration involves pulsing the preamplifier with various

known inputs and measuring the output integrated area and peak pulse height. This

has been clone to study the bilinear properties of the FADC where above a certain
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breakpoint, the pulse amplitude is attenuated to achieve an overall 9½ bit FADC

resolution. Figure 17 shows the output peak height as a function of the input pulse.

The two regions above and below the breakpoint amplitude are clearly visible. The

relative gain corrections applied to data has however been done by measuring the

energy lost by minimum ionizing particles in the chamber. This technique includes

fluctuations in gas gain in addition to the relative variations in electronic gain.

Variations in differences in cable lengths and relative electronic delays between

channels can contribute to the mismeasurement of the absolute arrival time of the

electrons at the sense wires. The TO measurements, which provide a relative time
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correction for each channel have been extensively studied using both electronic pulses

and data. A test pulse injected at the input of the preamplifier at a known time to all

channels can be used to determine the relative time offsets between channel. The TO

thus determined is used to correct the relative arrival time of the pulse at the sense

wires. The TO's can also be found from data by plotting the arrival time distribution

over the length of the cell. The distribution for each wire is fiat with sharp cut offs

at the cell boundary and the sense wire plane. Linear correlations between the

TO's determined using both the above mentioned techniques have been observed.

Extensive studies have been performed to understand the TO measurements and its

effect on data and are described in detail elsewhere [50].

3.2 Calibration of FDC

The forward drift chamber has been extensively tested in the Neutrino-West

Area (NWA) located in the neutrino Hne at Fermilab. The accelerator operating

in fixed target mode, supplies electron and pion beam in the energy range from 10

GeV to 150 GeV to NWA. The data were taken during the period _'om March 1990

through July 1990. A total of 3 million triggers were taken during this period. Mea-

surements of spatial resolution, two track separation and energy loss response have

been made under various conditions. The experimental setup and the performance

of the chamber will be discussed in this section.

I i , i ,, i i i [
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3.2.1 Beamline

Primly protons at 800 GeV/c from the Tewtron axe extracted into the neu-

trino be_n]ine [51] on to an Aluminium production target. The secondary beam

produced is used to provide a clean hadron and electron beam. The secondary beam

_. line, shown in Figure 18, consists of dipole bend magnets and quadrupole focussing

_!_ magnets to steer the beam. Target wheels with thin lead sheets mounted on them

are located at appropriate points along the beam line. A sweeper magnet at the en-

trance of the secondaxy berne sweeps away the charged paxticles. The resultant

gammas convert in lead sheets producing pairs. Negatively charged particles (elec-

trons) axe then steered down the beamline to NWA. The background contamination

in the electron beam is negligible over the mentioned energy scale. A small fraction

of the background comes from muons. A pion beam is produced by shutting the

sweeper magnet off"and inserting thin lead sheets into the secondary beam line to

scatter o_Tthe electrons. The negatively charged pions are then steered to NWA. At

energies below 10 GeV, there is a laxge contamination coming from electrons.

Proportional wire chamber (PWC) measure the coordinates of the track aiong

the beamline. Each PWC consists of 64 parallel wires sepaxated by 2 mm and

oriented in the plane perpendicular to the beam. A pair of PWC's located adjacent

to each other are oriented perpendicular to each other to measure the x and the

y coordinate. The PWC's located upstream and downstream of the bend magnet

(NWgE) were also used to measure the momentum of the beam. Individuai segment

fits fron_ PWC measurements in the upstream and downstream sections yield the

bend angle of the track. The momentum of the beam is given by p = 0.3p f Bdl
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ii where B is the magnetic field in Tesla, g is the radius of curvature in metres and

the integral is over the length of the bend magnet in metres.

II Particle identification wu provided by two Helium (_erenkov counters. The

!] NW9CC and the NW9CA (_renkov counters are located upstream and downstream

! of the last bend magnet prior to the particle entrance into NWA hall. The Nwgccd

and NWgCA counters are 70m and 30m respectively with a 12 inch diameter pipe.

For threshold gas counters, the angle 0 of emission of Cerenkov light is given by the

relation [52]

sin2O= _*2 _f_t2 + _2_2

_,#t is the threshold momentum of the charged particle and can be expressed in

termaofthepressureoftheg_a.

1 1 (_*_*= v/n2-1 = _ = V Po/

T/ = n- 1, n is the refractive index of the gas, P is the pressure and the

subscript 0 refers to the values at atmospheric pressure. From the above expression,

the threshold momentum of the particles falls with increasing pressure. For most of

the operations, the (_erenkov pressures were set such that they were just below the

pion threshold.
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3.2.2 Trigger

The data collected over the three month period is divided into three broad cat-

egories. Each category, shown in Figure 19, used a different set of trigger condition

involving scintillation counters SC1 through SC7 placed in the beam line. Each of

these catego_es is explained in detail below.

Data were collected to study the performance of the forward drift chamber.

This included measurement of eflicienci:s, spatial resolution and high voltage scans

to determine the optimum operating voltage. The trigg-_r for this study (Figure 19a)

used three scintillation counters, SC1 and $C2 located upstream of the chamber and

SC3 located downstream of the chamber, in coincidence. A halo counter SC4 was

used as a veto to reject stray particles coming down the beam line.

The second type of trigger (Figure 19b) was employed for data coUected with

targets in the beam line. The Target T2, located at the equivalent interaction point

during the collider running, was used to simulate an interaction. This provided a

mechanism to s_udy high multiplicity events. A second target T3 was placed in front

of the chamber to simulate the amount of material, principally in the vertex chamber

electronics and supports, that would be present during the collider operation. This

is helpful in estimating pair production from gamma conversions occurring before

the FDC. Data was collected with target T2 _lone and with both Targets T2 and

T3. An array of four 2" x 2" scintiUation counters (SC5) located immediately after

the target T2 was used in coincidence with $C1 and SC2 located upstream and SC6

located downstream of the chamber. The discriminator threshold setting for the

5C5 counters were set higher than nominal to ensure a higher probability of the
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incident particle interacting with the target.

A photon beam was generated to study the et_.ciency of identifying overlapping
!
i pmrsfromgammaconversions.TheTargetT1, locatedbeforethelastbendmagnet

(NW9E) prior to the particle entrance into NWA, was used to generate a photon

_' beam. The bremsstraklung of electrons incident on the target T1 produced gammas

_i which were converted using the Target T2. Charged particles were swept away by

the last bend magnet. The trigger (Figure 19c) involved a veto of the upstream

counters SC1 and 5C2 and a coincidence of the counters downstream of the target

T2, SC5 and SC7. A lead glass calorimeter was placed behind the counter $C7 to

obtain the photon energy spectrum.

The final trigger into the Level-1 framework used an additional beam gate. A

free running clock oper_.ting at 200 kHz initiated a digitization of the FADC every

five microseconds. The trigger window, shown in Figure 20, vetoed any trigger that

would arrive later than 2.5 microseconds after digitization of the FADC has begun.

This was done to ensure that the maximum electron drift time of 2.5 #s in the

chamber would always be included in the readout.

3.2.3 Low energy mode

During the 1991 fixed target run, the response of the chamber to low energy

pions was studied. The energy loss measurements and comparison to predictions is

discussed in the next chapter. The test beam line was further modified to generate

electron and pion beams with energies between 1 and 10 GeV. The low energy

beam [53] was obtained by retargetting the beam in the NW8 enclosure. An ad-
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Figure 20. Trigger synchronization at the test beam.

ditional dipole bend magnet was added in that enclosure to select the momentum

of the particle. Upstream targets could not be used for this purpose since the pion

survival rates become negligible at low energies. The existing Cerenkov counters op-

erating just below the pion threshold provided good separation between pions and

electrons. At these low energies, muons were an additional source of background

arising from pion decays. A Freon Cerenkov counter was added downstream of the

tracking chamber which provided additional rejection against muons. A scintilla-
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tion counter based trigger was used as before while operating in the low energy node

similar to that shown in Figure 19a.

i
i

3.2.4 Track reconstruction

The data analysis uses a sophisticated hit finding and track fitting algorithm.

The zero suppressed FADC output contains clusters of data as described previously.

i Figure 21 shows a typical raw FADC output containing such clusters for 16 wires of

a Phi chamber cell.

_ Each cluster consists of pulse height information for each FADC bin (9.434 nsec).

The software hit finding utility determines the beginning and end position of a pulse

by looking at difl'erences between adjacent bins and comparing them to threshold

, conditions, Each FADC bin is weighted by (0.6) n, where n is the FADC bin number

from the start of the pulse. This gives more importance to FADC bins from the

first drift electrons in the cluster which improves the resolution. The leading edge

of the pulse is determined by obtaining the centre of gravity of the cluster between

the beginning and the peak of the pulse. This technique obtains the position of the

pulse to better than the width of a FADC bin. The pulse area of a given cluster is

obtained by integrating the pulse height information between the start and the end

of the cluster. A reference trigger pulse, indicating the time of occurrence of the

trigger during a digitization cycle is digitized by a separate FADC channel. This is

used to correct the time to give the absolute time of arrival of the pulse. The process

is repeated for all channels and the hit information on each channel is stored.

The next step of the analysis uses the above hit information to fit tracks. The



Figure 21. Typical raw zero suppressed FADC output. The above display shows
two track segments in a Phi Chamber cell, the left segment is a singly ionising track,
the right segment is an e+e- pair corresponding to a doubly ionizing track.

details of track fittin_ are discussed elsewhere [54].Tracks are formed across the

three layers of the FDC, the two outer Theta layers and the Pl'd layer. The technique

adopted for track reconstruction utilizes the road method. This technique uses two

hits, one each on the first and the last wire in a cell to form a road. If more than

75% of the maximum number of hits in a given layer is found on the road, the hits
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are then used to form a track segment in a layer. A given track requires a track

segment to be present in at least two out of the three layers. The number of hits in

a track can therefore vary between 18 and 32. The hit by itself does not carry the

information from which side of the sense wire it originates. Due to the staggering

of wires, the hits on the mirror side of the cell would be staggered more than the

real side. Fewer hits would lle on the formed road on the mirror side than on the

i'_ real side. A further cut on the chi square of the track ensures with a high e_ciency

that the track on the correct side of the cell is formed.

3.2.5 Performance

The spatial resolution of the chamber is determined by identifying a track in

the chamber and computing the residual to each sense wire, which is the difference

between the position of the hit found by fitting a track without including the hit in

question and its measured position. The standard deviation of the residual yields

the spatial resolution. There are three main contributions to the spatial resolution.

The main contribution to the resolution is a constant term which comes from

the electronics. The limitations in digitization resolution (10 nsec) has a direct effect

on the time resolution. Other sources such as electronic noise and cross talk effect

the precise location of the arrival time of the pulse.

The second contribution comes from electron diffusion which varies with drift

distance. A localized cluster of charges drifting in the chamber diffuses by collisions

with other atoms in the gas. The fraction of charges found after a given time t

follows a Gaussian distribution in the absence of other effects. The time spread of

i
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Figure 22. FDC spatial resolution as a function of drift distance.

the charges is then given by _, where D is the diffusion constant. It follows that

the resolution of the chamber will worsen as the square root of the drift distance in

the chamber.

The third contribution is the finite statistics of the primary production ion

pairs. The primary ion production follows a Poisson distribution and fluctuations

in the production statistics can caus_ the centroid of the pulse to shift leading to

a mismeasurement of timing. Further complications are caused by the presence of

la:ge clusters produced due to the Landau effect.

Other systematic contributions such as non uniform electric field especially at
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_ cell boundaries, small fluctuations in gas composition, changes in pressure and tem-

peratures contribute to the spatial resolution of the chamber.

_i The resolution for both the Phi and the Theta chamber have been measured
3!

'_:_ against drift distance and is shown in Figure 22. At drift distances less than i cm,

2 the resolution worsens with small drift mainly due to primary ionization statistics

caused by non uniform field between the sense and the guard wires° At drift distances

larger than 1 cm, the effect of diffusion with larger drift is clearly visible. The overs]]

spatial resolution for both the Phi and Theta chamber is better than 200_m.

The three main individual contributions to the spatial resolution as described

above are related with the equation [55]

where the subscripts E, D and 3 refer to the contributions from the electronics,

diffusion and ionization statistics respectively and _ris the overall spatial resolution.

For large drift distances, the statistics term does not make a contribution. The

electronics term is independent of the drift distance and is mainly due to the finite

resolution of the FADC's and noise sources. The da_a was fit with the function of

the form

F(t) : _C_ + C_t+ Csezp(-C4t) i_3.2)

C1 represents the electronic contribution, C2 is related to the longitudinal di_usion

and the last term describes the statistical flutuat;ons in the number of ions produced

close to the sense wire. The results of the fit and individual contributions are shown
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Figure 23. Individual contributions from electronics, ddi/[usion and ionization s-

tatistics to the spatia/resolution. The fit to the data is done by adding up the

contributions in quadrature as indicated in equation 3.1.

in Figure 23. From the fit, we obtain

_E = 139.73 ± 9.57/_m.

i "D = %/28.815(±0.114)_ (3.3)

From equation 3.3, we obtain o"D of 90/_m for a i cm drift operating at 1 atm.

pressure. These observations are consistent with the earlier observations made with

il the prototype drift chamber [35].
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Figure 24. FDC e_ciency and resolution as a function of high voltage.
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t

Figure 24 shows the efficiency and the spatial resolution of the chamber as a

function of the sense wire high voltage. The vertical dashed line reilects the nominal

operating point of the chamber. The average hit efficiency drops with lower sense

wire voltage clue to a smaller charge c¢9.ected at the sense wires and less gain such

, that the signal is overwhelmed with the noise. With an increase in the charge

collection at the sense wires, the hit efficiency is 95% at the nominal operatingi

point. The spatial resolution of the chamber improves with more charge collected

) at the sense wires. Figure 25 shows the resolution of the chamber as a function of

the eugleofthe trackwith respectto the sensewireplane.The resolutionisfairly

uniform up to an angleof 20° where itstartsto worsen sincethe arrivaltime ofthe
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Figure 26. Delay line resolution and ei_ciency.

electrons is spread out more.

Each Theta cell has one deIay line which measures the position of the track

along the sense wi-e plane. Each Theta ceil has eight sense wires (SW) numbered

0 through 7. The delay lines are located at one end of the ceU closest to SW0. The

accumulation of charge on SW0 induces an opposite polarity charge on the delay

line. For this reason, SW0 is operated at a higher voltage than the other sense wires

in the same ceil. This considerably improves the ei_ciency and the resolution of the

alternate coordinate readout as shown in Figure 26. A delay line resolution of 2

mm at 95% efficiency is obtained with SW0 oper_,ting at 10% above the nominal
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I

operating point of the other sense wires.
i

i The measurement of electron drift times to obtain the spatial coordinates of a

track requiresa uniformelectric field and a constant drift velocity. The drift velocity

in DO gas attains a constant value and is insensitive to small fluctuations in electric

field. This allows a linear space time correlation overthe full length of the chamber.

Figure 27 shows the drift distance as measured by the PWC system against drift

time measuredin the chamber. The relationship is linear over the length of the ceil.

The slope of the curve yields an electron drift velocity in DO gas of 34.5/_m/nsec.J

The nonlinear region of this curve for drift regions less than i mm corresponds to

the drift region between the sense and the guard wires.

Extensive studies [54]have been done in measuring the eELciencywith which two

hits can be resolved. Figure 28 shows the hit efficiencyas a function of the separation

between two hits on a given wire. The two hit separation at 90% efficiency has been

determined to be 2.5 ram.

I

3.2.6 dE/dx resolution

The truncated mean pulse height is calculated for each reconstructedtrack using

the following steps.

! v/The integrated pulse area for each hit lying on a track is computed.
I

, V/ Each pulse area is corrected for relative gains previously determined by using

, clean single minimum ionizing tracks.

i v/ The average of the lowest 70% of the pulse height samples is determined. The
iq

higher pulse height samples are rejected to minimize the effect of the Landaui

1

i

!
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tail mainly caused by delta ray production.

v/ A geometric correction is applied to account for longer paths for tracks at an

angle with respect to the sense wire plane.

_i v/The average pulse area is further corrected for its dependence on the drift

"! distance.
t

V/ The fit to the Landau distribution employs a combination of a Gaussian and

an exponential function. The rising edge is approximated with a Gaussian

function and the falling edge of the distribution with an exponential. The

mean of the gaussian fit yields the most probable value of the distribution.

a_
The dE/dx resolution _ is determined by the scaled thickness of the sample T

whe_'e at measures the number of primary ionization in the gas layer of thickness t.

I is the effective ionization potential and corrects for the atomic shell effects. For a

single sample, the resolution is given by [56]

-- 81 (3.4)
FWHM

For a chamber with n samples, Walenta et at [56] demonstrated using a truncated

mean analysis that

FWHM FWHM

where g(n) - _-o.4_s, n is the number of samples. The dE/dx resolution therefore

improves as the v_. _sing these equations, the r.m.s, resolution for n samples can
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Table 12.-Characteristics of DO gas.

'_i G_s Z A Io p

..... Ar 18 39.9 15.8 1.66 x 10-_
,_

CH4 10 16 13.1 6.70 x 10-4

C02 22 44 13.7 1.86 x 10-_

DO" 17.8 39.067 278.2 b 1.63 xl0 -3

aEffective values for DO gas weighted by composition

bEffective ionization potential = I0Z

Using Table 12, the expected r.m.s, resolution can be calculated in terms of n

for the DO gas, 93% Ar, 4% CH4, 3% CO2.

at = 0.153p¢/Z/ = 0.0907x10 -3MeV

/E/m..d,c,.d-- 49.234_-0'42s (3.7)

The maximum number of samples for a given track in the forward drift chamber

is 32. The predicted r.m.s, resolution using equation 3.7 with 32 samples and

75% truncation is 12.63%. Figure 29 shows the pulse height distributions obtained

at the test beam facility with 50 GeV pions with and without truncation. The

effect of the Landau tail in the non-truncated distribution is clearly visible. The
m
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Figure 29. Pulse height distribution with 50 GeV pions.

truncated distribution retains 75% of the samples in a given track through the

chamber. The resolution measured with 75_ truncation is 13.3% which is very

close to the predicted value. The number of samples in a given track is not fixed

as it varies depending on the efficiency and other effects. Selecting events with the

number of samples per track greater than 30, the measured resolution is 12.67%

which is amazingly close to the predicted value. The most probable value of the

truncated pulse height distribution shown in the figure has been normalized to one.

The most probable value of the non-truncated distribution is greater than one which

! is an artifact of the normalization procedure.
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Fisure 30 shows the r.m.s, resolution as a function of the sample retention. The

solid line is the function (equation 3.7) describin8 the dE/clx resolution as a function

of the number of samples . With the assumption that there are a maximum of 32

samples, the dE/dx resolution is calculated using equation 3.7. The open circles are

the measured resolution with 50 GeV pion data. The resolution is slightly worse

than predicted since a track in a given event may not always have 32 registered

hits. As described in the previous section, a track may be formed with as few as 18

samples or as many as 32. For three layer tracks, where the track was successfully

identified as goin8 through the Phi and two outer Theta chambers, the average
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Figure 31. Fluctuation of pulse height with time.

number of samples is typically 30. The error bars shown in the plot are the errors

in the mean and the standard deviation of the pulse height distribution added in

quadrature and does not include the spreaJ in the number of samples per track.

3.2.7 dE/dx corrections

The theta of the track generated by the track fitting algorithm was used to

correct the angular dependence of the energy lost by an incident particle. A simple

cosine theta dependence has been assumed for the correction.

Pressure fluctuations, gas flow and other effects lead to fluctuations in pulse

height with time. Figure 31 shows the average truncated pulse height in the Phi

and the Theta chamber over a three day period. The data was collected with 50

GeV pions. Fluctuations in pulse height by as much as 10% have been observed. In
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the realcoUiderrun thesefluctuationswould be correctedwith the canary chamber

connectedto the same gas linewhich feedsthe chamber. For the testbeam data,

informationfrom the canary was not used as itwas stillunder development. Cor-

rectionswere made by reevaluatingthe relativewireto wiregain correctionsusing

minimum ionizingparticleswith time.

The pulseheightdistributionoverthe lengthofthe Phi and Theta cellisfiatas

shown in Figure32. Closeto thesensewire,the averagepulseheightdropsdue toa

decreasein the secondaryionizationproductionstatistics.The variationisslightly
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i different from wire to wire. An average correction has been applied for the data

reported here by parametefizing the dependence on drift distance with

F(t) = 1 - e-(°'e43+ 0.ou)

r where t is the drift time in nsec. The average parameterization is shown superim-

posed on the figure.

The truncated mean pulse height has been calculated for various sense wire

high voltage settings for the Phi and the Theta chamber. There is an exponential

increase in the pulse height with an increase in the high voltage (Figure 33) due to

an increase in the gas gain at the sense wire. The resolution shown is worse than

what has already been quoted since these samples were collected either from the

Phi or the Theta chamber and hence had fewer samples. The maximum number

of samples in the Phi chamber is 16 and in the Theta chamber is 8. There are no

significant changes in pulse height resolution seen in the chamber with changes in

the high voltage.

3.3 Canary monitoring system

The forward drift chamber utilizes a separate standalone system to monitor

variations in drift velocity and gas gain with time. The canary is a drift chamber

connected to the same gas line which supplies the FDC. It uses radioactive sources

located at precisely measured distances from the sense wire. This section explains

the construction and operation of the canary.
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3.3.1 Description

A Thetafullcellwas usedasthecanaryformonitoringpurposes.Thisgivesthe

advantage of having the same electrostatic properties in both the canary and the

! FDC. The Theta cellasintheFDC consistsofeightsensewiresand a delayline.
_3

il The sensewiresarestaggeredtoresolveleftrightambiguity.ThreeBismuthsources

are placed at precisely measured distances on each side of the sense wire plane. A

!! pair of finger scintillation counters are used to provide the trigger for each of the six

sources. Each pair of counter are located on either side of the cell boundary in line

_ withthebismuthsource.

Figure 34 shows the canary and the location of the sources and counters. Bis-
,i

muth was chosen as the source primarily because of its lor._ half life of 32.2 years.
It

'_ Itsprimary_ emissionsarepeakedat0.482and 0.976MeV.

3.3.2 Trigger

The canary analog signals are shaped and digitized by the same electronics

used for the FDC. The 106 MHz clock signal for the FADC is provided by a crystal

oscillator. The digitization of the FADC occurs every 5/_s. A trigger is accepted if it i

occurs within the first 3/_8. Since the maximum drift time is 2/_s, this trigger window

prevents occurrences where the signal would lie outside the digitization period. The

signals from the counters are shaped with an RC circuit and also digitized by the

FADC. This provides a reference time for the signals. A coincidence is required for

each pair of counters corresponding to the six sources. These provide six possible

trigger inputs to a VME based prescaler card [57]. The prescaler card has two
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Figure 34. The FDC canary chamber. Six pairs of scintillators (not all shown) are
placed on either"side of a Theta Full cell. The sense wire in the cell are seen in
the end view. The six Bismuth sources are placed on the top surface of the cell as
shown.
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Figure 35. The canary data acquisition system.

functions. It prescales the incoming trigger by a preset programmable number. It

also sets a bit in a 16 bit register which indicates which of the six counter pairs fired.

The output of the prescaler card is a single OR condition of the above triggers which

is fed into the controller card. Upon receiving the trigger, the controller card raises a

busy signal which prevents occurrences of other triggers and initiates a suppression

cycle. The busy signal is dropped after the completion of analysis of the current

trigger.

The data from the FADC is stored in the back end memory on the FADC card.

A schematic of the readout employed for the canary is shown in Figure 35. The

token ring card shown in the figure allows communication between the VME crate

and the host VAX program over an ethernet and token ring local area network.
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3.3.3 Data collection process

The data collection and analysis task is performed by an application program

running on a VME based Motorolla 68020 processor. The function of the appJ_caticn

program is described in the following steps.

, Wait for a begin run command to be issued from the Host VAX.

• Determine whether a trigger has occurred by checking the status of the con-

troller card.

_i_ , Read the data over the VME bus backplane from the back end FADC memory, i

• Structure the data and store it in a memory card.

• Determine which of the six counters fired.

• Process the data to determine drift time and pulse height.

• Save results as histograms in the memory card.

• Increment memory counters to indicate its success.

• Clear latches and inform the controller card of its completion and wait for the

next trigger.

• Repeat this process until the requested number of events have been analyzed.

The data control and monitoring is performed by another process running on the

host VAX system. This process initiates a new run by downloading instructions to a

memory location in the VME crate which is picked up by the application program.

The application program increments a memory counter to indicate its progress and

completion. The VAX program monitors this state and upon completion reads the
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Figure 36. Drift velocity measured with the canary system.

histograms from the memory board over the local area network token ring system.

The histograms are analyzed and measurements of drift velocity and gas gain are

performed. The results are stored in a database with a time stamp.

3.3.4 Results

The drift time is calculated by requiring at least 6 of the 8 sense wires in the

canary cell to have registered a hit. Any wires with multiple hits, most likely clue to

delta ray production, are rejected. A Gaussian fit of the drift time distribution for

each of the six sources yields the average drift time. The position of the sources have

been precisely measured a priori. The average drift time versus the source position

is shown in Figure 36. The ordinate axis represents the sense wire plane and the

i

.!
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Figure 37. Dependence of drift velocity on electric field.

three points on each side of the axis represents the sources on each side the sense

wire plane. A straight line fit yields two measurements of the drift velocity for each

side of the sense wire plane.

The drift velocity has been measured as a function of the electric field with the

canary and is illustrated in Figure 37. For large values of the field voltage, the drift

velocity saturates and is not effected by small fluctuations in the electric field. This

provides a linear space time correlation for the full width of the cell which improves

the spatial resolution of the detector. The FDC theta chambers are operated with

a field voltage of 5 kV.



Chapter 4

Energy loss in FDC

A charged particle traversing a gaseous medium interacts electromagnetically

with atomic electrons of gas molecules, constituting the medium. The resulting

excitation and ionization of the atoms produces electrons and positive ions. The

primary electrons produced drift towards the sense wire at positive high voltage in

a uniform electric field. In the process they collide with other gas molecules creating

secondary electrons. Both primary and secondary electrons give rise to an avalanche

multiplication close to the sense wires. The resulting charge deposited is related to

the momentum of the charged particle.

The energy loss of a charged particle traversing the medium can be described

by the Bethe-Bloch [58] formula as

< > _ l_\(i___i / __2 (4.1)

where

x = thickness of material

N = Avogadro number

m = mass of the electron

= velocity of the charged particle

Z,A,I are the atomic number, atomic mass and mean ionization

92
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Figure 38. Dependence of energy lost by a charged particle on fl'7.

potential of the medium.

It follows from the above equation that at low values of 3"7, the energy loss is

characterized by a 1/_ 2 dependence with a minimum at 37 m 4. The energy loss

then rises logarithmically until the Fermi plateau is reached as shown in Figure 38.

The magnitude of the relativistic rise depends on the atomic structure and density

of the medium through which the particle is traversing.

Since DO has no central magnetic field and a photon converting to an e+e -

pair overlap in space, dE/dx is primarily used to distinguish between singly and

doubly ionizing particles. A measurement of the total charge deposited can be used
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to identify photons converting before the tracking chambers.

In this chapter, we shall derive the most probable energy loss using the photo

absorption model [59] and compare it to data taken with a test beam. Various

characteristics of pulse height, including e_ciencies of separating singly ionizing

against doubly ionizing tracks, will be discussed.

4.1 Energy loss cross section

The energy loss differential cross section for a charged particle passing through

a medium is expressed as

= + + (4.2)
cev" ion ezc

The first term is due to emission of (_erenkov radiation which is negligible for

our purposes and will therefore be ignored.

The second term is the ionization term and is dominant when energy transferred

is large compared to the atomic binding energy. In such cases, the atomic electrons

as seen by the charged particle are virtually free and can be represented in terms of

the Rutherford scattering cross section as

E

ion = rac2 fl2E2 f( )dE (4.3)
0

where f(E) is the oscillator strength density and is proportional to the photo absorp-

tion cross section. E,_affiis the maximum possible energy that can be transferred.
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The third term in equation 4.2 is the excitation cross section term and is domi-

nant where energy transferred is comparable with the binding energy. In the model

presented by Landau, he assumes that the energy trv_asferred is very large compared

to the binding energy of the atomic electrons. The Landau model was therefore de-

scribed by the Rutherford term in the cross section and described the behaviour in
i

the region of binding energies with a mean ionization potential. Since at relativis-

tic energies, most of the energy transferred is peaked around the binding energy of

various atomic levels, Lwadau's model incorrectly explained the behaviour at the

relativistic limits. The photo absorption ionization model [PAIl takes into account

the various atomic levels of the medium and agrees well with experimental obser-

vation. The primaxy decay modes in Argon due to excitation is described in the

appendix. The excitation term can be expressed as

(_EE) = 27re4 f(E) [ln(2rnc_ '7'-
(4.4)

t

The above term does not include the density effects. This phenomena is due to

i large electric fields which can polarize the medium causing a dielectric screening.

! Hence an atomic electron sees a smaller electric field caused by the moving charged
J

i particle in the medium than in vacuum. The density effect is represented by
J

den.ity ,he2 11+ 2 2(1_ + 2(1-

+ _2 (hwp)2 B2 (4.5)

where wp is the plasma frequency and e is the dielectric constant of the medium.

The last term in the density effect correction is due to (_erenkov radiation and can
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be ignored. Combining the density effect term into the excitation cross section term I

in equation 4.4, the cross section can be rewritten as i

I 1 - [ I 2mc2/_Z_YZ 1 ]
tier 21re4 f(E) In - _2Re(e(E)) (4.6)

•ffit- me2 _2E Ell + _a72(1 - e(E))l

4.2 Energy loss distribution

For Mazk-II gas, the ionization a_zdthe excitation cross sections must be summed

over each gas type sad atomic level. From equations 4.3 and 4.6

£

I d, ) 2_'e4 1 / ' '
i=ga# jfle_el 0

d, 2we4 _ _ ij _2 E In .Ell +Dz'f2( 1 e)[ -D2Re(e)- 1,nc2
ezc i--ggmjflevel

(4.s)
where E,n.ffi has been assumed to be lazge in equation 4.7. The oscillator strength

density fij(E) has been pazameterized using the method of Lapique and Piuz [60]

as

i=eamj=Ze_el

where fij(E) is defined to resemble the photo absorption cross section [59] as

fij(E) -- E,_ , E >Eiy (4.9)

0 ,E < E_j
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Table 13.-Ionization potentials of atomic levels in Ar and C H4.

Sh°U w, s, < El'
(ev) (ev) (ev)

Ar- K 0.iii 3206 2.75 5677.17 5038

At- L 0.444 248 2.29 538.41 440.25

Ar- M 0.133 52 3.2 81.92 75.64

Ar- Outer 0.311 15.8 3.2 24.89 22.982

CH4- K 0.20 283 2.52 546.39 469.18

CH4 -Outer 0.80 11.5 2.15 27.44 21.5

The mean number of collisionsperunitlengthisgivenby

f= a_dE

wherep isthenumber ofelectronsperunitvolumeofthemedium.

The number ofcollisionsperunitlengthisobtainedby integratingequations

4.7and 4.8.The followingapproximationsaremade tosimplifythecalculations:

i) The energydependenceinthelogarithmtermisreplacedwiththemean ion-

izationpotentialtoagoodapproximation,wherethemean ionizationpotential

E' isgivenby [61]
OO

l_E'= [l_(E)/(_)dE
I#

0

whichaftersubstitutingfor/(E)fromequation4.9yields

E_i = E_ie'_-_
!

t

i



2) With the assumption that 1 - Re(e) >> Ira(e), e can be approximated as i

_2p _2

(1- _) = (E)_ = (E)2

where P is the pressure of gas = 1 atm, w is the plasma fequency.

3) Since tixe dielectric constant is close to unity,/_ZRe(e) is substituted with _2.

With the above approximations, equations 4.7 and 4.8 _n be trivially integrated

to yield

(dN'_ _ 2_'e4 1 Wq(.q-l) (4.10)
i'-ga# j=lenel Sij

I_ i 8q - i In _, -- _, 132-_zdN = 21re4mc"'-_E E pi Eq ,ii

(4.11)

An effective mean ionization potential E" can be defined from the above equa-

tions.

,, ( )Eq = Eq_ (4.12)
\8ii- i

The most probable energy loss for the Rutherford scattering term has been derived

by Landau with corrections by later authors [62].

(A,_p)io. = _ _ W(i_(illn--:-,-+O.198 (4.13)
_: i=ea,j=Ze_el \ Eii

The most probable energy loss for the excitation term is given by

(a.,,,)..o= .- %
i=gas _=lenel i] ;
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Figure 39, Energy loss dependence on/3V for atomic sheUs.

II

where x is the sampling thickness. Ei# is as defined in equation 4.12 and

The factor 1/2 in the most probable value of the excitation term is due to the Poissont
i

' nature of the distribution.

The coefficients 8ij, the weights wi# and the ionization potential for each atomic

shell arc obtained from reference [61] and are listed in Table 13. In the caiculation

of the dE/dx spectra based upon the above discussed model, the effect of C02 has

been neglected. At atmospheric pressure, the K-sheU of argon and methane make
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no contributionto theenergylossand havealsobeen negle_:ted.The densityof

gas(numberofelectronsperunitvolume)usedhavebeen appropriatelyweighted

accordingto thegas mixturetoobtainPAr = 3.55× 102ocm -s and Pclz_ =

0.85× 1019cm -s. Usingequations4.13and 4.14,themost probableenergyloss

has been calculatedforeachatomicshelland isshown in Figure39. The major

contributionstotheenergylossescome fromcollisionswiththeoutermost shell.

i

4.3 Monte Carlo simulation

The aboveequations4.13and 4.14yieldsthemost probableenergylostby a

chargedparticleinan Ar- CH4 - C02 gaseousmixture.Howeverfora Monte Carlo

simulationitisnecessarytocalculatethetotalnumber ofelectronsarrivingatthe

sensewireand subsequentlytodigitizethechargecollected.A proceduresimilarto

theone describedby Lapiqueand PiuzhasbeenadoptedforthisMonte Carlo.The

number ofsecondaryelectronsforeachatomicshellarecalculatedaccordingtothe

followingsteps.

. Usingequations4.10and 4.11,themean number ofcollisionsperunitlength

iscalculatedfora given_'yforeachatomicshell.

• The number ofcollisionsisobtainedby generatinga Poissonrandom number

distributedaboutthemean number ofcollisions.

• Itfollowsfrom equations4.7and 4.8,thatthe energylosscrosssectionis

proportionaltoE (-'-I)forexcitationcollisionsand E -2forRutherfordtype

collisions.A random number isgeneratedusingthisfunctionalbehaviourof

theenergylosstogivetheamount ofenergytransferredforeachcollision.
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Table 14.-Most probable decay modes in Argon and Methane.

E (eV) Probability # of e- Kinetic energy (eV)

Argon:

15.8- 248 1.0 1 K] = E- 15.8

248- 280 1.0 2 KI = 200

K2 = E- 248

280 - 316 0.8 2 K1 = 200

K_ = E- 248

:_|!_ 0.2 3 K1 = 200

[ K2 = E- 265

K3 = E- 265- K2

326- 3206 0.65 2 K1 = 200

K2 = E- 248

0.35 K1 = 50

K2 = 200

K2 = E- 326

> 3206 0.88 3 K1 = 200

K2 = 2670

K2 = E- 3206

i 0.12 2 K1 = 2870
I

I K2 = E- 3206

Methane:

11.5 - 283 1.0 1 K1 = E - 11.5

> 283 1.0 2 K1 = 243

K2 = E- 283
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• The number of primary electrons produced and their kinetic energies car, be

deducedusingthemost probabledecaymodes ofargonand methane given

by Lapiqueand Piuz[60][63].Table14liststhekineticenergyofelectrons

producedasafunctionoftheenergytransferredinthecollision(SeeAppendix-

i).

• The mean number ofsecondaryelectronsproducedisgivenby theequation

NS = -_ whereK isthekineticenergyoftheelectron,K0 istheionization

potentialoftheoutermost shellofargon(15.8eV) and W isthemean work

requiredtoproducean ionpair(26.4eV forargon,28 eV formethane).

• The mean number ofsecondaryelectronsobtainedisdistributedusingthe

Fano factor[60].A Gaussianrandom number isgeneratedwitha mean equal

to NS and the standarddeviationequalto v/(F, NS) where F istheFano

factortakentobe 0.18toyieldthenumber ofsecondaryelectrons.

The effect of diffusion by electrons and fluctuations in amplification near the !

sensewireplanehavebeenignored.Thisisjustifiedbasedontheresultsshown inthe i
!

previouschapter.The number ofsecondariesobtainedfromtheabovecalculation

isproportionaltotheamount ofchargedepositedon thesensewire.

Usingfurthersimulation[54],thechargeisconvertedintoa pulseshapeand the

digitizedoutputisstoredforeachsensewire.Energyscansby generatingevents

withelectronsand pionsatvariousenergieshavebeensimulated.Figure40 shows

theMonte Carlopredictionsuperimposedon themodel. The ordinateaxisisthe

relativeionizationwiththeFermi Plateaudefinedasequiw ,nttoone minimum

ionizing particle (1 MIP). Under the current the actual minimum (MIP) is redefined
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tooccurat0.625MIP. The conventionhasbeensoadoptedsincetheuseofdE/dx

inDO isprimarilytoidentifyelectrons(i MIP) fromgamma conversions(2 MIP).

IIence_'orththe word MIP willbe usedforparticleson the Fermi Plateau.The

truncatedpulseheightdistributionofsimulatedpionsamplesarenormalizedtothe

electronsample.The solidlinesarethepredictionsusingequations4.13and 4.14.

The circleswhich arereconstructedpredictionsofthe Monte Carloareingood

agreementtowithina few percent.
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4.4 Measurement of relativistic rise

The relativistic rise was measured with a low energy pion test beam at NWA

with a Theta quadrant. Data for this study could not be done with the full forward

drift chamber as it was being prepared for installation in the full DO detector.

The Theta quadrant placed in the beam line was built as a spare and is identical

to the Theta quadrant in the FDC. However, the Theta quadrant provided only 8

measurement samples compared to 32 samples with the full FDC. The measurement

resolution was poor since the dE/dx resolution depends strongly on the number of

samples used.

The test beam line was modified to provide low energy beams between 1 and 10

GeV as explained in the previous chapter. Data samples were collected between 2.0

GeV and 10.0 OeV, each sample consisting of 5000 events at a given energy setting.

The electron background in the pion beam was used to normalize the pion data

sample. This technique reduced the systematic uncertainties such as fluctuations of

pulse height with time and smaJ[l changes in atmospheric pressure which were not

monitored. Each sample of data was analyzed separately as follows:

• Using the (_erenkov information, electron and pion events were separated for

a given sample.

• Punch through events, where the muon counter fired were rejected.

• Due to inefnciencies of the camac system, events where the ADC's failed to

digitize were rejected.

• Track were reconstructed using the PWC's to provide a momentum measure-
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Figure 41. Electron and pion distribution at 3.2 GeV.

ment.

• Tracks were reconstructed in the theta chamber using eight sense wires and

delay line information. Track reconstruction required at least six hits in the

chamber.

• Events with multiple tracks in the chamber were rejected.

• Pulse height information for hits lying on a track were corrected for relative

gains bet _veen channels using minimum ionizing tracks.

• Using hits on a given track, a truncated mean pulse height was calculated with

the lowest 70% of the pulse height samples on a track.
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• The truncated pulse height distribution for the pion sample was normalized to

the electron sample. A representative pulse height distribution of the electron

and pion sample at 3.2 GeV is shown in Figure 41.

The results of all analyzed samples are shown in Figure 42. The data points are

superimposed on the curves which are calculations of the most probable energy loss

using the photo absorption model. Due to inefficiencies of the Cerenkov counters,

pion and muon events could not be well separated. Thus the data is some mix of

both pions and muons. The main sources of systematic errors are as follows:
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1) Poor dE/dx resolution due to the limited number of pulse height samples along

a track.

2) Inefficiencies of the C]erenkov counters having a direct effect on particle iden-

tification.

3) Changes in pulse height and drift velocities due to pressure fluctuations were

assumed to be cancelled after normalizing pion samples to electrons.

4) PWC inefficiencies due to noisy or dead wires causing mismeasurement of

track momentum.

Given the systematic uncertainties in the measurement, the data agrees well

with the predictions at low energies. The two curves are shown for muons and pions

which could not be separated experimentally. The spread in the data is consistent

with the spread in the curves. The discrepancy seen at higher energies is thought

to be due to the result of normalizing to the electron sample. Since the et_ect of

bremsstrahlung of electrons is more probable at high energies, the result would lead

to an overestimate of the most probable value of the pulse height for the electron

sample. Normalizing the pion sample to the electron sample would then yield a
i

smaller ratio than what has been predicted. The observations seem consistent with

this explanation.
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i 4.5 Simulation of 2-MIP events
II
:1

: A standard approach to evaluate 2-MIP event rejection against I-MIP event
J
i

i acceptance efficiency is to simulate 2-MIP events using 1-MIP tracks from real data.
t
i! The simulation takes advantage of the FADC cluster distribution. The data used

! for the simulation was taken with 50 GeV pions at NWA. Single track events were

, selected and two adjacent events were superimposed on e_ch other. Each track was
i

reqmred to have a track segment in _11three layers of the chamber. The cluster time

on a given sense wire in each of the three layers for both events was determined.

_ Using the difference in the cluster time position for a single sense wire, all sense

_ wire clusters in the second event were moved in time to force it to occur at the same

i time as the first event.

The two events were superimposed by adding the FADC data for all sense wires.

Tracks were again reconstructed using the simulated data sample and the truncated

mean pulse heights were calculated for each event. Figure 43 shows the pulse height !

distribution for 1 and 2-MIP events at 70% truncation. A 2-MIP event is identified

by requiring the reconstructed track to have a pulse height greater than a critical

pulse height PHc. The 1-MiP efficiency is defined as the fraction of 1-MIP events

having a pulse height smaller the PHc. The 2-MIP rejection is defined as

(2-MIP)rej = # of events with Pulse Height > PHc
# of events with Pulse Height <_P Hc

Qualitatively, it reflects the number of 2-MIP candidates successfully identified for

each misidentified event. For the simulated data, the 2-MIP rejection factor was

determined by using the PHc which gives 900£ 1-MIP efficiency. Figure 44 shows
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Figure 43. Simulation of 2-MIP events by overlapping I-MIP tracks.
I

!

the rejection factor as a function of the fraction of samples retained in a given track

for measurement of the effective track pulse height. The 2-MIP rejection rapidly

increases with larger number of samples since the dE/dx resolution improves with

the number of samples. As more samples are kept, the etTect of Landau tail increases

the relative overlap between 1-MIP and 2-MIP distributions resulting in lower 2-MIP

rejection factor.

The number of events lying in the tail of the distribution is computed by count-

ing the number of events beyond 10% times the peak pulse height value for each

distribution. This is demonstrated in Figure 45 for both electrons and pions where

the fraction of the number of events in the tail is plotted against the fraction of
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Figure 44. 2-MIP rejection factor as a function of samples retained.

samples retained for a given track. The fraction of the events in the tail region

grows more rapidly for electrons than for pions due to the effect of 5temsstrahlung

which dominates over the Landau effect. For the pion sample, the Landau effect

dominates and only a s]ight increase is observed when more than 75_ of the samples

are retained. The operating truncation factor for data analysis has been chosen to

be 75% to curtail the effect of the tail when larger number of samples are retained.
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4.6 Conversions with test beam

A photonbemm was generatedatthetestbeam asexplainedinsection3.2.1.

Figure46 shows a detailedlayoutofthe relewntportionsofbeam lineusedfor

generatinga photonbeam and theexperimentalapparatususedtoobservephoton

conversionsto e+e- pairs.The pairswereproducedby havingan electronbeam

incidenton targetTI and subsequentlyconvertingtheradiatedphotonusingtarget

T2. The triggerrequireda vetoofthecountersupstreamoftheconvertingtarget

T2 and a coincidenceofthecountersdownstreamofthetargetas shown inthe

figure.The targetsTI and T2 were3"x 3"x 0.061"leadtargetsequivalentto28%
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Figure 47. (_erenkov Pulse Height distribution a) Downstream (NWACC), b) Up-
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radiation length of material.
!

The Cerenkov counters NWACC and NW9CC were read out using a camac based

system. The pressure in the NW9CC ('3erenkov was set just above the pion threshold.

This provided a positive identification of electrons incident on the primary target

T1. The NWACC Cerenkov located downstream of T1, was set to a very high

pressure to tag any charged particles which would contribute to the backgrounds.

Figure 47 shows the pulse height distribution of both the Cerenkov counters. The

peak at the pedestal value for the NWACC counter indicates the absence of charged

particles. Events where the pulse height count in the NWACC _erenkov counter

exceeded the pedestal value were rejected. The pulse height distribution seen in the

NW9CC _erenkov counter is as expected for electrons. Events where the upstream

_erenkov had a pulse height count less than or equal to the pedestal value were
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1

rejected.

A lead glass calorimeter located downstream of the chamber was used to obtain

the photon spectrum. Like the Oerenkov counters, the lead glass was digitized with

a 10-bit LeCroy ADC and read out through the camac system. The lead glass was

calibrated with electrons at various energies, A linear relationship was observed

between the registered pulse height count and the electron energy up to 75 GeV.

Above this the electromagnetic shower was no longer contained within the lead glass.

The pulse height spectrum in the lead glass obtained with a photon beam is shown

in Figure 48. A minimum energy of 2 GeV was required to be deposited in the lead

glass calorimeter (see explanation below).

II

i
I
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Figure 49. Pulse Height distribution with conversions at testbeam. The rejection

factor improves for isolated tracks where the cell multiplicity is one (bottom figure)

realtive to higher multiplicity events (top figure).

The dE/dx spectra shown in Figure 49 is obtained using the following steps.

• A similar analysis procedure as previously explained in section 3.6 was used

to determine the pulse height along a track. 70% of the pulse height samples

along the track were retained for dE/dx measurement.

• Events where the NWACC (_erenkov fired or the NWAgCC (_erenkov did not
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fire were rejected. +

• Events with less than 2 GeV energy deposited in the lead glass were rejected.

• Reconstructed tracks were extrapolated and were required to originate from

within the boundaries defined by the target.

The two distributions shown in Figure 49 are with (top figure) and without

(bottomfigure)themultiplicityrequirementinthechambersettobeone.A 2-MIP

peakisclearlyvisibleinboththedistribution.The valleybetweentheiand 2-MIP

peaksisfdledinlesswhen themultiplicityisrequiredtobe one.The I-MIP con-

tributionarisesfromtwo separateprocesses.The firstisthedeltaraycontribution

which is associated with large energy transfers resulting in high energy recoil elec-

trons. The efe_t of the delta ray production will in almost all cases result in more

than a single track being seen through the chamber. The second major contribution

to the I-MIP peak comes from multiple scattering of pairs resulting from gamma

conversions. This results in an observation of either one or two I-MIP tracks be-

ing seenthroughthechamber. Sincethemultiplescatteringstronglydependson

theenergyofthe electronsresultingfrom gamma conversions,a minimum cuton

thepulseheightseenintheleadglassensuresfewercasesofmultiplescattering.

The effectofdeltaraysand multiplescatteringisfurtherreducedby requiringthe

presenceofonlyone trackthroughthechamberasdepictedinFigure49b.

The calculationforthe2-MIP rejectionfactorfora givenI-MIP ei_ciencyis

doneby fittingeachofthepeakstoa separatefunction.With theknowledgeofthe

functionalbehaviourofeachofthepeaks,the rejectionfactoriscalculated.The

rejectionfactorat 91% I-MIP eiTiciencyis31 and improvessignificantlyto85 for
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isolated tracks with a mulitipllcity equal to one.

i
Summarizing, the intrinsic resolution of the chamber to distinguish between

I-MIP and 2-MIP tracks as determined by the simulation technique is high. Back-

ground processes such as bremsstrahlung and multiple scattering, and high multi-

plicity events worsen the resolution. The same background processes are responsible

_ for electron to 2-MIP track for a converted toan appear as a as gamma appear as
i

a I-MIP track in the chamber. Hence, to distinguish the contribution of these

processes to the background, it was necessary to use a Monte Carlo simulation.

4.7 Capabilities of dE/dx at DO

External physics effects contributing to the misidentiflcation of I-MIP and 2-

MIP tracks have been studied in detail using a Monte Carlo. In this section, we

shalldiscussthemmn sourceswhichcontributetothemisidenti/icationandevaluate

theefficiencyofdE/dx usingtheoutertrackingchambers.

The oi_ne analysisforelectronidentificationusestheenergydepositedinthe

electromagneticcalorimeter.Iftheenergydepositedpassesthethresholdcuts,a

roadisformed usingthe etaand the phipositionoftheelectromagneticshower

and thevertexposition.The trackingchambersdeterminewhethera trackexists

intheroadprovided.An electronispositivelyidentifiedifa trackisfoundinthe

suppliedroadand theenergylostby theparticlesatisfieswiththedefinitionofa

I-MIP candidate.The non existenceofa trackorthepresenceofa 2-MIP energy

lossimpliesthepresenceofa _/ora 7r°.The gamma conversionpointsinthecentral

trackingchambersareshown asa scatterplotinFigure50.The highdensityinthe
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Figure 50. Points of gamma conversion in one half of the central detector obtained
using a Monte Carlo simulation.

forward region is largely due to the preamplifier electronics and cables connected

to the vertex chamber. The conversions in the central region primarily occur in

the TRD radiator which comprises a total of 7% radiation lengths of material.

Conversions at the walls of various chambers are also clearly seen.

The dE/dx Monte Carlo study described below does not take into accoun-

t tracking inef_ciencies or detailed analysis of shower profiles and efflciencies of

the calorimeter. It also does not include information provided by the TR,D and the

vertex chamber which would improve the overall ef_ciency.
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Figure 51. Effect of bremsstrshlung on electron pulse height distribution.

4.7.1 Electron identification

The DO detector simulation in GEANT [64] has been described elsewhere [65].

The simulation includes all dead material contributions from cables and support

structure that would be present in real time situation. ISAJET was used to generate

single electrons originating from the vertex position and covering various detector

eta slices at different electron energies. Simulated raw data was then generated by
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running these electrons through the GEANT detector simulation which recorded

the ionization losses in the chambers u digitized outputs. The dE/dx simulation

used in GEANT was described in section 4.3. The simulated digitized outputs were

subsequently analyzed by the same reconstruction programs as those used to analyze

reel data.

The misidentification of an electron as a gamma conversion occurs when the

electron undergoes bremsstrshlung and the radiated photon converts in the materi-

el in front of the tracking chamber. At high energies, the produced pair overlap in

space with the primary electron. The energy loss measured in the tracking chamber

is therefore equivalent to a 3-MIP particle. Second order effects ,.ach as delta ray

production and multiple scattering of the produced pair further smear the result.

Figure 51 demonstrates the effect of the processes on the pulse height distribution

and hence on the identification of 50 GeV electrons in the forward region. The

i first figure shows the raw truncated pulse height distribution in the FDC. The effect

of turning off multiple scattering (MULS) and delta ray production (DRAY) is to

reduce multiple tracks and second order effects which in turn reduces the I-MIP

contribution. This enhances the 3-MIP peak due to bremsstrahlung alone. Without

any bremsstrahIung (BREM), the tail vanishes giving rise to a clear I-MIP peak.

The probability of an electron to radiate a photon and for the photon to subsequent-

ly convert largely depends on the amount of material which the primary electron

traverses through and the energy of the electron. Thus the effect of bremsstrahlung

is much reduced in the central direction as seen in the pulse height spectrum in the

central drift chamber (CDC).
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Figure 52. Electron identification eBciency using dE/dx in the outer tracking cham-
bers as a function of the electron energy and the eta of the track.

The effect of bremsstrshlung on identification eBciency was studied by gener-

ating events at various eta slices between -3 and 3 at different electron energies.

Figure 52 shows the probability that a given electron will be identified as a 1-MIP

particle in the outer tracking chamber. The amount of material in front of the track-

ing system varies between i0% of a radiation length in the central direction to 40%

in the extreme forward direction. The identification eBciency is therefore worse in

the extreme forward regions since the radiation loss of an electron is proportional

to E/Xo.
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4.7.2 Gamma identification
,

Using a similar technique adopted for generating electrons, single gammas were

generated at various detector eta slices with gamma energies between 2 GeV and

50 GeV. The fraction of gammas that convert before the outer tracking system

depends on the eta of the track. Since there is no central magnetic field, the pro-

duced pair overlap in space for gamma energies in the GeV range. The energy loss
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Figure 55. Gamma identification efficiency using dE/dx in the outer tracking cham-
bers as a function of the electron energy and the eta of the track. The numbers in

parenthesis show the f.ration of gammas which convert before the outer tracking
chambers for the corresponding eta ranges.

measured in the tracking chamber for converted gammas correspond to a 2-MIP

signal. Gammas can therefore be identified in the tracking chamber by an absence

of a track or a presence of a 2-MIP track determined using dE/dx. The main reason

for misidentification of a gamma as a 1-MIP track is due to multiple scattering of

one or both members of the produced pair. Figure 53 shows the first order con-

tributing processes for both electrons and gammas and the equivalent energy lost in

the chambers.

The effect of multiple scattering is enhanced with lower gamma energy and with
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an asymmetric energy distribution between the electron and positron. Second order

et_ects such as delta ray production and radiation loss of the created pair further

i smear the results. Figure 54 shows the effect of multiple scattering of the produced

pair for gamma energies of 5, 10, 25 and 50 GeV in the forward region. With lower

gamma energies, the increase in multiple scattering causes the increase in the 1-

MIP contribution. The number of gammas successfully identified by an absence of

a track or a 2-MIP equivalent energy loss in the chamber is calculated as a function

of the gamma energy at various eta ranges and is shown in Figure 55. The numbers

in parenthesis indicates the fraction of the gammas which convert before the outer

tracking for the corresponding eta ranges. The ei_ciency of positive identification

of a gamma with energy above 20 GeV varies between 80_ to 98_.

J

4.7.3 lr° identification

Similar studies have been performed with the Monte Carlo on lr° detection ei_-

ciency. Figure 56 shows the eiBciency with which a _r° can be identified successfully

by requiring an absence of a track or the presence of at least one 2-MIP track in

the outer tracking chambers as a function of the Ir° energy for various eta ranges.

Since the _r° decays into two gammas, the number in the parenthesis indicated the

probability that at least one of the two gammas convert. The two track separation

resolution of the chamber is better than the opening angle between the two gammas

from a Ir° decay. Thus two 2-MIP track wiU be reconstructed for lr° energies of

up to 150 GeV if both the gammas convert. The efficiency is worse than what has

been quoted for a single gamma due to the presence of two gammas from a _r° decay.

The asymmetric distribution of the primary _r° energy between the two gammas can
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Figure 56. _r° identification efllciency using dE/dx in the outer tracking chambers
as a function of the electron energy and the eta of the track. The numbers in

parenthesis show the fraction of events where at least one of the two gammas from
a _r° decay convert before the outer tracking chambers.

result in much lower gamma energies. The energy carried of by the produced pair

is therefore much lower thereby increasing its probability to multiple scatter.

4.8 Backgrounds

The main backgrounds to electron identification in coUider events come from

isolated high P:r _r° production which will fake an electron in the calorimeter. Fig-

ure 57 shows the charged particle PT spectrum obtained on a sample of Monte

Carlo events describing physics processes [66]. The gamma production overwhelms
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the electron sample which dictates the requirement to have a good rejection against

7r° background. The figure however includes all gammas produced in an event in-

cluding those within a jet. A study was performed [67] to calculate the isolated

high PT 7tOcross section on a sample of two jet final state QCD events. The study

involved looking for a lr° with PT greater than 10 GeV outside a jet cone defined

by AR = 0.4. Figure 58 shows the isolated lr° cross section as a function of the

eta of the _r° track. The cross section is high in the central region and is seen to

fall rapidly in the forward direction due to the constraint on requiring a high PT
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Figure 58. dE/c_ rejection power on isolated Ir° production based on a sample of

QCD two jet events with ET(_r°) > I0 GeV and AR(_e_) = 0.4.

_r°. The cross section for the lr° production where at least one of the two gammas

resulting from its decay would have converted is also shown (Converted sample) in

the figure. Using an average inefllciency of misidentifying a lr° as an electron from

the above described Monte Carlo study, the bottom curve reflects the background

_r° cross section after applying a dE/dx cut using the outer tracking chamber. The

average background isolated _r° with PT greater than 10 GeV is 45 pb and is uni-

form over eta. The smatter lr° cross section in the forward region compensates for

the more inefllcient detection of a _r° relative to the central direction.
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4.9 Conclusions

We have studied in detail the energy loss response of the forward tracking system

using a test beam. The low energy responseof the chamber is consistent with the

predictions of the photoabsorption ionization model. A rejection factor of 30 of

2-MIP tracks is obtained with a 90% efficiencyof identifying l-HIP tracks based on

observations with a photon beam and improves significantly at lower multiplicities.

Using a dE/dx simulation based on the photoabsorption model, we have studied in

detail the effects of various background processes contributing to misidentification

of electrons and _r° and the efllciencyof detecting high PT isolated z"°at the coUider.



Appendix A

Excitation processes in Ar/CH4/CO2 gas mixture.

The ground state configuration of the Argon atom with 18 electrons is described

by the atomic configuration ls 2, 2s2, 2p6, 3s2, 3pe. The excitation of Argon atoms

occurs with the absorption of a virtual photon due to an electromagnetic interaction

with the traversing particle. The absorption of a photon with energy E_ results in

the emission of a photoelectron of energy E_ - Ej for E_ > Ej where j is the atomic

shell. Table 14 lists the energy range of the absorbed photon and the number of

primary electrons produced. The emission of a photoelectron results in an excited

state of an Argon atom which may further eject more electrons through the Auger

process, the Coster-Kronig transition or the Penning effect depending on the energy

of the absorbed photon. This appendix describes the various scenarios and the

number of primary electrons produced in each case.

For an absorption of a photon with energy less than the minimum binding energy

of the Argon atom (15.8 eV), no primary electrons are produced.

An absorption of a photon with energy in the range (Emin < E_ < EL = 248 eV),

where EL is the minimum energy required to eject an electron from the L-shell,

results in the emission of an electron from the outermost M-sheU (3s 2, 3p6).

Ar + 7 -' Ar+(3s_,3P 5) + e-, E(e-) = E_ - Emin eV.

For an absorption of energy between 248 eV and 3206 eV, (EL < E-v < EK),

sufficient energy exists to eject a photoelectron from the L-sheU. There are three

possible decay modes corresponding to the three sub energy ranges between EL and

130
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EK. We shall denote these by ELi and ELI such that EL < EL_ < ELy < EK. As

indicated in Table 14, ELi = 280 eV and EL_ = 316 eV.

(1) An absorption of a photon with energy between EL and EL_ results in ejection

of a photo electron from the 2p state. An ejection of an electron from the

inner 2p shell is followed by an Auger transition, where an electron from a 3p

shell drops to the vacant 2p shell with an emission of an Auger electron. The

process can be described as

Ar +-y --, Ar+(2pS,3p 6) + e- E(e-) = E_ - EL

Ar+(2pS,3p s) --, Ar2+(2pS,3p 4) + e- E(e-) = 200 eV

(2) An absorption of an electron greater than ELx but less than ELy leads to the

possibility of emission of two photoelectrons, one from the L-shell, the other

from the outer M-shell. The probability of this process occurring is 20%, the

decay process for the remaining 80% of the time follows as indicated in step-

i. The resulting excited state of Argon decays again with the emission of an

Auger electron. The atomic configuration for this process can be described by

Ar + _, _ Ar2+(2pS_3p s) + e- + e- where the two electrons have energies

of E_ - EL and E_ - EM corresponding to the ejection from the L-sheU and

M-shell respectively.

Ar2+(2pS,3pS) ---, Ara+(2pS,3p s) + e- E(e-) -- 200 eV.

(3) The energy ELy is equivalent to the energy required to eject an electron from

the 2s state in Argon. The probability of such an ejection taking place is

35% provided E_ > ELI, the decay process for the remaining 65% takes place
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through the emissior_ of an L-Auger electron as described in step-1. The

configuration for this special case can be described by

Ar + 7 _ Ar+(2sl,2pe,3s2,3P 6) + e- E(e-) = E.v - EL,

The excited state of the Argon atom with a vacancy in the 2s sheU decays to

its ground state through two transitions.

Ar+(2sl,2pe,3s2,3pS) --_ Ar2+(2s2,2pS,3s2,3p 6) ' e- which is called the

Coster-Kronig transition with the energy of the _ectron emitted equal to 50

eV.

Ar2+(2s2,2pS,3s2,3p 6) --, ArS+(2s2,2pe,3s2,3p4) + e- which is the familiar

Auger transition.

As in step-2 above, absorption of higher photon energies, may result in the

ejection of an electron from the 2s state simultaneously accompanied by an ejection

f.ro_'uan outer shell state. This has been ignored since the probability of such a

transition is negligible.

An absorption of.energy greater than EK - 3206 eV will result in the emission

of an electron from the is state w]_h an energy equal to E_ - EK. This will in

most cases be followed two Auger transitions resulting in an L-Auger electron and a

K-Auger electron. The ato_ic transition states of these can be described similarly

as for the L-shell transitions.

The excited states of Argon in cases of gas mixture can further decay by the

process

Ar*+X ---, Ar+X*+e-
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where X is another gas molecule in the gas mixture, and the * represents the excited

state of the atom. The shove process is known as the Penning effect. However this

process is dominant when the first ionization potential of X is smaller than Argon.

In the DO gas mixture, the ionlzstion potential of CH4 is larger than Argon hence

decay transition through this process is negUgible.
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